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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a traveling con-
trol apparatus for a vehicle which performs deceleration
control on the basis of curve information when the vehicle
travels along a curve.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, there has been widely known a
technique for performing speed control when a vehicle
passes through a curve, on the basis of curve information
obtained from map information stored in a navigation ap-
paratus mounted on the vehicle. The curve information
(the shape of the curve) obtained from the map informa-
tion on the vehicle may differ from the actual shape of
the curve, for example, in the case where a road has
been renovated after the map information (database) had
been created. That is, the reliability of the map informa-
tion (curve information) on the vehicle is not high at all
times.
[0003] Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (kokai)
No. H11-211492 describes a technique for acquiring final
road information from the result of comparison between
first road information obtained from map information of
a navigation apparatus and second road information ob-
tained on the basis of a road state detected by an image
capturing apparatus mounted on a vehicle. The publica-
tion describes that, thanks for this technique, reliable
road information (curve information) representing a road
ahead of the vehicle can be obtained.
[0004] Moreover, the publication describes a tech-
nique for capturing a stereo image by use of a stereo-
scopic camera mounted on the vehicle, computing a dis-
tance distribution over the entire image on the basis of a
difference in position between two images of the same
object in the stereo image and the principle of triangula-
tion, and performing histogram processing on the dis-
tance distribution to thereby obtain the second road in-
formation.
[0005] However, in the case where curve information
is obtained through image processing as described
above, although satisfactory accuracy can be ensured
for information representing a curve ahead of the vehicle
and located near the vehicle, the accuracy lowers for
information representing a curve ahead of the vehicle
and located away from the vehicle.
[0006] Document EP 1 255 091 A1 refers to a curve
approach control device for predicting and judging the
approach of a curve based on information for a curve
ahead for a vehicle and outputting prescribed control
commands, which comprises means for comparing and
judging matching between curve information supplied by
a navigation system and real curve information based on
actual vehicle behavior, and means for stopping output-
ting of the control commands when it is judged that the

curve information from the navigation system and the
real curve information do not match. Further prior art in
the field of the preamble of claim 1 is known from EP 1
255 091 A1, JP 2007 022498 A, JP 2008 018777 A, US
2002/052681 A1 and JP 2006 219032 A.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0007] An object of the present invention is to provide
a traveling control apparatus for a vehicle which can re-
liably evaluate the reliability of curve information obtained
from map information of a navigation apparatus, to there-
by prevent in-curve speed control from unnecessarily be-
ing executed on the basis of curve information whose
reliability is low.
[0008] A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle ac-
cording to the present invention comprises vehicle posi-
tion acquisition means for acquiring a position of the ve-
hicle, curve information acquisition means for acquiring
information of a curve of a road on which the vehicle is
traveling, vehicle speed acquisition means for acquiring
a speed of the vehicle, and deceleration control means
for executing deceleration control which decreases the
speed of the vehicle when the vehicle passes through
the curve, on the basis of the position of the vehicle, the
curve information, and the speed of the vehicle, the
traveling control apparatus comprises actual turning
state quantity acquisition means for acquiring an actual
turning state quantity which represents an actual turning
state of the vehicle, and first execution judgment means
for determining, on the basis of the actual turning state
quantity, whether execution of the deceleration control
is to be permitted or prohibited and for outputting, as a
result of the determination, an output which is brought
into an enabled state in which execution of the deceler-
ation control is enabled or a disabled state in which ex-
ecution of the deceleration control is disabled, wherein
the deceleration control means executes the decelera-
tion control when the determination result of the first ex-
ecution judgment means is in the enabled state, and does
not execute the deceleration control when the determi-
nation result of the first execution judgment means is in
the disabled state, wherein the first execution judgment
means comprises heading angle computation means for
computing a heading angle, which is an angle of a
traveling direction of the vehicle at the vehicle position in
relation to a direction of a straight section before a curve
entrance, of the vehicle on the basis of the actual turning
state quantity, and performs the determination on the ba-
sis of the heading angle. The first execution judgment
means changes the determination result to the disabled
state when the heading angle becomes less than a first
predetermined value, and changes the determination re-
sult from the disabled state to the enabled state when
the heading angle becomes equal to or greater than the
first predetermined value, wherein the first execution
judgment means performs the determination while the
vehicle is traveling in an approaching transition curve
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section of the curve, and, when the determination result
of the first execution judgment means is set to the ena-
bled state, the deceleration control means starts the de-
celeration control while the vehicle is traveling within the
approaching transition curve section.
[0009] According to this configuration, the reliability of
the curve information (specifically, a database for map
information) can be evaluated on the basis of the actual
turning state quantity. Specifically, when the actual turn-
ing state quantity (e.g., actual lateral acceleration or the
like) is large (equal to or greater than a predetermined
value), it can be considered that the possibility of the
vehicle actually traveling within the curve is high, and the
reliability of the curve information is high. Meanwhile,
when the actual turning state quantity (e.g., actual lateral
acceleration or the like) is small (less than the predeter-
mined value), it can be considered that the possibility
of the vehicle actually traveling within the curve is low,
and the reliability of the curve information is low. In other
words, a determination as to whether or not the vehicle
is actually traveling within the curve can be made on the
basis of the actual turning state quantity, or the reliability
of the curve information can be computed on the basis
of the actual turning state quantity. The reliability of the
curve information obtained in this manner can be utilized
for the deceleration control for the vehicle which is per-
formed by use of the curve information.
[0010] In the above-described configuration, on the ba-
sis of this actual turning state quantity, a determination
is made as to whether the determination result (output)
is brought into the enabled state in which execution of
the deceleration control is enabled or the disabled state
in which execution of the deceleration control is disabled.
That is, when the reliability of the curve information is
high, the determination result is brought into the enabled
state; and, when the reliability of the curve information is
low, the determination result is brought into the disabled
state.
[0011] When the determination result is in the enabled
state (i.e., the reliability of the curve information is high),
the deceleration control is executed. When the determi-
nation result is in the disabled state (i.e., the reliability of
the curve information is low), the deceleration control is
not executed. With this operation, the deceleration con-
trol within the curve can be executed on the basis of curve
information whose reliability is sufficiently high. In other
words, it is possible to prevent the deceleration control
from being unnecessarily started and executed on the
basis of curve information whose reliability is low. For
example, in the case where the obtained curve informa-
tion (the shape of the curve) and the actual shape of the
curve differ because of renovation of the curve in the
vicinity of the curve entrance (in particular, renovation to
change a curved section to a straight section), it is pos-
sible to prevent the deceleration control from being start-
ed within the curve.
[0012] The above-described traveling control appara-
tus may be configured as follows. The deceleration con-

trol means comprises target vehicle speed computation
means for computing, on the basis of the position (Pvh)
of the vehicle and the curve information (Rc, Pc), a target
vehicle speed (Vt) at which the vehicle is to travel through
the curve, wherein the deceleration control means starts
the deceleration control when the determination result of
the first execution judgment means is in the enabled state
and the speed (Vx) of the vehicle is in excess of the target
vehicle speed (Vt). In this case, the fact that the deter-
mination result is in the enabled state constitutes a por-
tion of the deceleration control start condition. Accord-
ingly, in some cases, the deceleration control is not start-
ed even when the determination result is set (initialized)
to the disabled state when the vehicle enters the curve
(before the vehicle enters the curve) and the determina-
tion result is changed from the disabled state to the en-
abled state after the vehicle enters the curve.
[0013] Notably, the deceleration control means may
control the speed (Vx) of the vehicle such that the speed
(Vx) of the vehicle coincides with the target vehicle speed
(Vt), or may control the speed (Vx) of the vehicle such
that the speed (Vx) of the vehicle does not exceed the
target vehicle speed (Vt).
[0014] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, the deceleration control means may be configured
to interrupt the deceleration control when the determina-
tion result of the first execution judgment means is
changed from the enabled state to the disabled state in
a state in which the deceleration control is being executed
(that is, in the enabled state). By virtue of this configura-
tion, the following action can be realized. For example,
in the case where renovation is not performed in the vi-
cinity of the curve entrance but renovation is performed
from a mid point of the curve, when the vehicle passes
through the vicinity of the curve entrance, the determi-
nation result is brought into the enabled state, whereby
the deceleration control is started. However, when the
vehicle passes through the mid point of the curve, the
determination result is changed from the enabled state
to the disabled state, whereby the deceleration control
which is being executed is interrupted.
[0015] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, the first execution judgment means may comprise
heading angle computation means for computing a head-
ing angle (Ya) of the vehicle on the basis of the actual
turning state quantity (Ta) and may be configured to per-
form the above-descried determination on the basis of
the heading angle (Ya). In this case, preferably, when
the actual turning state quantity (Ta) is equal to or less
than a predetermined value (Tsk) (every time the actual
turning state quantity becomes equal to or less than the
predetermined value), the heading angle (Ya) is reset to
zero. Here, the heading angle refers to an angle of the
traveling direction of the vehicle (a direction which the
vehicle faces) at the vehicle position, in relation to the
direction of the straight section before the curve entrance.
The heading angle can be computed by means of, for
example, integrating (cumulating) the actual yaw rate,
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which serves as the actual turning state quantity, from
the curve entrance.
[0016] As described above, the heading angle is a cu-
mulative value of the yaw rate from the curve entrance.
Accordingly, even in the case where the position of the
vehicle in the width direction of the road changes (the
vehicle staggers) after the vehicle has entered the curve,
use of the heading angle as in the above-described con-
figuration enables proper determination of the possibility
of the vehicle actually traveling in the curve, and, accord-
ingly, the reliability of the curve information. Specifically,
for example, in a stage in which the heading angle is
small (less than a predetermined value), the possibility
of the vehicle actually traveling in the curve is judged to
be low (accordingly, the reliability of the curve information
is low), and the determination result can be set to the
disabled state. Meanwhile, in a stage in which the head-
ing angle is large (equal to or greater than the predeter-
mined value), the possibility of the vehicle actually
traveling in the curve is judged to be high (accordingly,
the reliability of the curve information is high), and the
determination result can be set to the enabled state.
[0017] Accordingly, even in the case where a driver
takes a so-called "out-in-out" traveling line in the curve,
the determination as to whether to permit or prohibit ex-
ecution of the deceleration control can be made properly.
Therefore, it is possible to reliably prevent the decelera-
tion control from being unnecessarily started and exe-
cuted on the basis of curve information whose reliability
is low.
[0018] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, the first execution judgment means may comprise
turning direction computation means for computing a
turning direction (Dvh) of the vehicle on the basis of the
actual turning state quantity (Ta); and curve direction
computation means for computing a direction (Dcv) of
the curve in relation to the traveling direction of the vehicle
on the basis of the position(Pvh) of the vehicle and the
curve information (Rc, Pc), wherein the first execution
judgment means makes the above-described determi-
nation by determining whether or not the turning direction
(Dvh) and the direction (Dcv) of the curve coincide with
each other. Here, data representing one of the "straight
traveling," "leftward turning," and "rightward turning" is
computed as the turning direction. Similarly, data repre-
senting one of "straight," "leftward curve," and "rightward
curve" is computed as the curve direction.
[0019] By virtue of the above-described configuration,
the following action can be realized. For example, when
the "turning direction" and the "curve direction" coincide
with each other, the reliability of the curve information is
considered to be high. Therefore, the determination re-
sult can be set to the enabled state. Meanwhile, when
the "turning direction" and the "curve direction" do not
coincide with each other, the reliability of the curve infor-
mation is considered to be low. Therefore, the determi-
nation result can be set to the disabled state.
[0020] In the above-described traveling control appa-

ratus, the first execution judgment means comprises ac-
tual turning index computation means for computing, on
the basis of the actual turning state quantity (Ta), an ac-
tual turning index (Sa) representing the degree of actual
turning of the vehicle; and calculative turning index com-
putation means for calculating a calculative turning index
(Se) corresponding to the actual turning index (Sa) on
the basis of the position (Pvh) of the vehicle and the curve
information (Rc, Pc), wherein the first execution judgment
means performs the above-described determination on
the basis of the result of comparison between the actual
turning index (Sa) and the calculative turning index (Se).
[0021] According to the above-described configura-
tion, the reliability of the curve information can be eval-
uated on the basis of the result of the comparison be-
tween the calculative turning index computed on the ba-
sis of the map information and the actually detected ac-
tual turning index. Specifically, when the actual turning
index and the calculative turning index approximately co-
incide with each other (when the difference is equal to or
less than a predetermined value), the reliability of the
curve information is considered to be high. Therefore,
the determination result can be set to the enabled state.
Meanwhile, when the difference between the actual turn-
ing index and the calculative turning index is large (when
the difference is in excess of the predetermined value),
the reliability of the curve information is considered to be
low. Therefore, the determination result can be set to the
disabled state.
[0022] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, the first execution judgment means comprises
steering characteristic computation means for comput-
ing, on the basis of the actual turning state quantity (Ta),
a steering characteristic value (Sch, ΔYr) representing a
steering characteristic of the vehicle, wherein the first
execution judgment means performs the above-de-
scribed determination of the basis of the steering char-
acteristic value (Sch, ΔYr). Here, for example, the steer-
ing characteristic value is a deviation between an actual
turning state quantity and a target turning state quantity
computed on the bases of the speed of the vehicle and
a steering wheel angle.
[0023] In general, a point at which start of the deceler-
ation control is requested after the vehicle has entered
the curve is located before and near the start point of a
constant curvature radius section of the curve in which
the radius of curvature becomes small. When the vehicle
passes through this point, the vehicle tends to exhibit a
steering characteristic of under steering, the degree of
which is however lower than a level above which vehicle
stabilization control must be performed. When the vehicle
tends to exhibit under steering, the steering characteristic
value assumes a large value.
[0024] Accordingly, according to the above-described
configuration, the following action can be realized. For
example, in a stage in which the steering characteristic
value is smaller (less than a predetermined value) after
the vehicle enters the curve, the possibility of the vehicle
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actually traveling in the curve is judged to be low (accord-
ingly, the reliability of the curve information is low), and
the determination result can be set to the disabled state.
Meanwhile, in a stage in which the steering characteristic
value is large (equal to or greater than the predetermined
value), the vehicle exhibits under steering, and the pos-
sibility of the vehicle actually traveling in the curve is
judged to be high (accordingly, the reliability of the curve
information is high), and the determination result can be
set to the enabled state.
[0025] In the case where the determination as to
whether execution of the deceleration control is to be
permitted or prohibited is made on the basis of the steer-
ing characteristic value as described above, preferably,
the traveling control apparatus may comprise stabiliza-
tion control means for executing stabilization control for
stabilizing the turning state of the vehicle on the basis of
the steering characteristic value (Sch, ΔYr), wherein the
first execution judgment means sets the determination
result to the disabled state when the steering character-
istic value (Sch, ΔYr) is less than a (previously set) first
predetermined value (Sc1), and changes the determina-
tion result from the disabled state to the enabled state
when the steering characteristic value (Sch, ΔYr) chang-
es from a value less than the first predetermined value
(Sc1) to the first predetermined value (Sc1) or greater;
and the stabilization control means starts the stabilization
control when the steering characteristic value (Sch, ΔYr)
exceeds a (previously set) second predetermined value
(Sc2) greater than the first predetermined value (Sc1).
[0026] According to this configuration, in a process in
which the degree of under steering (accordingly, the
steering characteristic value) is increasing after the ve-
hicle has entered the curve, the deceleration control is
first started. In the case where the under steering is elim-
inated as a result of execution of the deceleration control,
the stabilization control is not started. Meanwhile, only
when the under steering is not eliminated in spite of ex-
ecution of the deceleration control, the stabilization con-
trol is started and executed. Since the deceleration con-
trol is started and executed earlier than and preferentially
over the stabilization control, it is possible to prevent the
stabilization control from unnecessarily being started.
[0027] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, the first execution judgment means may be con-
figured to perform the above-described determination on
the basis of a change in the result (Sh) of the above-
mentioned comparison up to a point in time when at least
one of the actual turning index (Sa) and the calculative
turning index (Se) (zero when the vehicle enters the curve
(in a straight traveling state) reaches a predetermined
value (Ths). Alternatively, the first execution judgment
means may be configured to bring the determination re-
sult into the enabled state when a state in which the dif-
ference (Sh) between the actual turning index (Sa) and
the calculative turning index (Se) is equal to or less than
a predetermined value (Sh1) continues over a predeter-
mined range (Ls1, Ts1) (after when the vehicle has en-

tered the curve (a point on map or a point in time)).
[0028] In general, immediately after the vehicle has en-
tered the curve, both the values of the actual turning index
and the calculative turning index are small because of a
large curvature radius of the curve. Accordingly, if the
above-mentioned determination is executed immediate-
ly after the vehicle has entered the curve, the determi-
nation result is set on the basis of the result of mutual
comparison between small values, whereby the reliability
of the determination result decreases. In contrast, ac-
cording to the above-described configuration, the above-
mentioned determination is not executed immediately af-
ter the vehicle has entered the curve, and is executed
after the vehicle travels within the curve for a short while
after having entered the curve (that is, in a stage in which
both the values of the actual turning index and the cal-
culative turning index become relatively large due to a
decrease in the curvature radius). Accordingly, the de-
termination result is set on the basis of the result of mutual
comparison between relatively large values, whereby the
reliability of the determination result can be increased.
[0029] In this configuration, for example, in the case
where the curve entrance of the curve is followed by an
approaching transition curve section (a curved section in
which the radius of curvature decreases gradually with
traveling of the vehicle), the above-mentioned determi-
nation is made while the vehicle is traveling in the ap-
proaching transition curve section (Zci) of the curve, and,
when the determination result is set to the enabled state,
the deceleration control can be started while the vehicle
is traveling within the approaching transition curve sec-
tion (Zci).
[0030] That is, the above-mentioned determination is
made in the first half of the approaching transition curve
section, and, when the determination result is set to the
enabled state (the reliability of the curve information is
high), the deceleration control is started immediately. As
a result, in the second half of the approaching transition
curve section, deceleration of the vehicle is started,
whereby the vehicle speed is controlled so as to enable
the vehicle to stably pass through the curve. Meanwhile,
when the determination result is set to the disabled state
(when the reliability of the curve information is low due
to renovation of a road or the like), the deceleration con-
trol is not started.
[0031] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, preferably, the calculative turning index computa-
tion means is configured to judge a relation (Rch) be-
tween position within the curve and curvature radius of
the curve on the basis of the curve information (Rc, Pc),
compute the curvature radius (Rvh) of the curve at the
position (Pvh) of the vehicle on the basis of the judged
relation and the position (Pvh) of the vehicle, and com-
pute the calculative turning index (Se) on the basis of the
computed curvature radius (Rvh). According to this con-
figuration, the calculative turning index, which can
change every moment, can be computed stably and ac-
curately on the basis of the curvature radius of the curve
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at the vehicle position, which changes every moment.
[0032] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, preferably, the actual turning state quantity acqui-
sition means acquires an actual steering angle (δfa,
θswa) of the vehicle as the actual turning state quantity
(Ta), and the actual turning index computation means
uses the actual steering angle (δfa, θswa) as the actual
turning index (Sa) (accordingly, uses a calculated value
of the steering angle as the calculative turning index).
[0033] For example, there will be considered a case in
which a physical quantity, such as lateral acceleration or
yaw rate, whose magnitude is affected by the vehicle
speed is used as the actual turning index (and the cal-
culative turning index). In this case, if, as described
above, the above-mentioned determination is made on
the basis of a change in the comparison result up to a
point in time when at least one of the actual turning index
and the calculative turning index reaches the predeter-
mined value after the vehicle has entered the curve, the
predetermined value must be changed in accordance
with the vehicle speed. In contrast, the steering angle is
not a physical quantity whose magnitude is affected by
the vehicle speed. Accordingly, by virtue of the above-
described configuration, the predetermined value can be
set to a constant value (fixed value).
[0034] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, preferably, the actual turning state quantity acqui-
sition means obtains two or more actual turning state
quantities (Ta) (two or more types of actual turning state
quantities (Ta) having different dimensions), the actual
turning index computation means computes the actual
turning index (Sa) on the basis of the two or more actual
turning state quantities (Ta), and the calculative turning
index computation means computes, on the basis of the
position (Pvh) of the vehicle and the curve information
(Rc, Pc), two or more calculative turning state quantities
(Te) (two or more types of calculative turning state quan-
tities (Te) having different dimensions) corresponding to
the actual turning state quantities, and computes the cal-
culative turning index (Se) corresponding to the actual
turning index (Sa) on the basis of the two or more calcu-
lative turning state quantities (Te).
[0035] According to this configuration, the above-men-
tioned determination is executed on the basis of the result
of comparison between the calculative turning index and
the actual turning index obtained on the basis of the two
or more turning state quantities (two or more types of
turning state quantities having different dimensions). Ac-
cordingly, the redundancy of the deceleration control is
improved.
[0036] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, preferably, the vehicle speed control means com-
prises wheel brake control means for controlling a brak-
ing torque applied to wheels of the vehicle, wherein the
wheel brake control means controls the braking torque
such that a changing gradient of the braking torque with
respect to time does not exceed a predetermined value
(Lwc, Lwd).

[0037] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, when the determination result is switched from the
disabled state to the enabled state in a state in which the
deceleration control is not executed, the deceleration
control may be started suddenly. Similarly, when the de-
termination result is switched from the enabled state to
the disabled state in a state in which the deceleration
control is being executed, the deceleration control may
be interrupted suddenly. According to the above-de-
scribed configuration, it is possible to prevent the decel-
eration of the vehicle from changing suddenly due to such
start and interruption of the deceleration control.
[0038] In the above-described traveling control appa-
ratus, preferably, the first execution judgment means
comprises storage means for storing a curve for which
the determination result of the first execution judgment
means was set to the disabled state, wherein, when the
vehicle travels through the stored curve again, the deter-
mination result is set to the disabled state.
[0039] According to this configuration, there is stored
a curve whose actual shape differs from the obtained
curve information (the shape of the curve) due to reno-
vation of the curve or the like, and, when the vehicle trav-
els through that curve again, execution of the decelera-
tion control can be prohibited without fail.
[0040] Preferably, the above-described traveling con-
trol apparatus comprises second execution judgment
means which differs from the first execution judgment
means and which judges, on the basis of the actual turn-
ing state quantity (Ta), whether execution of the decel-
eration control is to be permitted or prohibited and for
outputting as a result of the determination, an output
which is brought into an enabled state in which execution
of the deceleration control is enabled or a disabled state
in which execution of the deceleration control is disabled,
wherein the vehicle speed control means executes the
deceleration control when the determination result of the
first execution judgment means is in the enabled state,
and the determination result of the second execution
judgment means is in the enabled state.
[0041] By virtue of this configuration, the determination
as to whether execution of the deceleration control is to
be permitted or prohibited is performed on the basis of
two types of different determination results. Accordingly,
as compared with the case where the determination as
to whether execution of the deceleration control is to be
permitted or prohibited is performed on the basis of one
determination result, the deceleration control within the
curve can be executed on the basis of curve information
having a higher reliability only.
[0042] As described above, the reliability of the curve
information (specifically, a map information database) is
evaluated on the basis of the result of comparison be-
tween the calculative turning index computed on the ba-
sis of the map information and the actually detected ac-
tual turning index. Paying attention to this, an apparatus
for evaluating the reliability of the curve information ac-
cording to the present invention comprises vehicle posi-
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tion acquisition means for acquiring a position (Pvh) of
the vehicle; curve information acquisition means for ac-
quiring curve information (Rc, Pc) of a road on which the
vehicle is traveling; actual turning state quantity acquisi-
tion means for acquiring a actual turning state quantity
(Ta) representing an actual turning state of the vehicle;
actual turning index computation means for computing,
on the basis of the actual turning state quantity (Ta), an
actual turning index (Sa) representing the degree of ac-
tual turning of the vehicle; calculative turning index com-
putation means for computing, on the basis of the position
(Pvh) of the vehicle and the curve information (Rc, Pc),
a calculative turning index (Se) corresponding to the ac-
tual turning index (Sa); and reliability computation means
for computing a reliability (Sq) of the curve information
(Rc, Pc) on the basis of the result (Sh) of comparison
between the actual turning index (Sa) and the calculative
turning index (Se).
[0043] As described above, the reliability of the curve
information obtained in this manner can be used for re-
porting to a driver, which is performed by making use of
the curve information, vehicle traveling control, which is
performed by making use of the curve information, or the
like.
[0044] The traveling control apparatus for a vehicle ac-
cording to the present invention can be described to be
an apparatus which comprises vehicle position acquisi-
tion means for acquiring a position of the vehicle; curve
information acquisition means for acquiring information
of a curve of a road on which the vehicle is traveling;
vehicle speed acquisition means for acquiring a speed
of the vehicle; deceleration control means for executing
deceleration control which decreases the speed of the
vehicle when the vehicle passes through the curve, on
the basis of the position of the vehicle, the curve infor-
mation, and the speed of the vehicle; and actual turning
state quantity acquisition means for acquiring an actual
turning state quantity which represents an actual turning
state of the vehicle, wherein the deceleration control
means executes the deceleration control on the basis of
the actual turning state quantity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0045]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a vehicle on which
a traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to a first embodiment of the present invention is
mounted.
FIG. 2 is an illustration showing an example shape
of a curve.
FIG. 3 is a graph showing example changes in cur-
vature radius of the curve shown in FIG. 2 and in a
turning state quantity.
FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram for describing
the outlines of deceleration control and stabilization
control performed by the traveling control apparatus

shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram for describing
the computation of a target vehicle speed performed
by the target vehicle speed computation means
shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram for describing
the computation of a deceleration control target val-
ue performed by the deceleration control target value
computation means shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram for describing
the computation of a determination result performed
by the execution judgment means shown in FIG. 4,
and computation of a stabilization control target val-
ue by the stabilization control target value computa-
tion means shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram for describing
the computation of a braking control target value per-
formed by the target value adjustment means shown
in FIG. 4.
FIG. 9 is a time chart showing an example case
where deceleration control is executed by the
traveling control apparatus shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing which is performed in a traveling control
apparatus for a vehicle according to a modification
of the first embodiment of the present invention and
in which the result of final determination performed
by the execution judgment means shown in FIG. 4
is changed from a disabled state to an enabled state
on the basis of a plurality of determination computa-
tion results.
FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram for describing
the determination computation on the basis of a
heading angle shown in FIG. 10.
FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram for describing
the determination computation on the basis of an
actual turning state quantity shown in FIG. 10.
FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram for describing
the determination computation trough comparison
between a turning direction and a curve direction
shown in FIG. 10.
FIG. 14 is a functional block diagram for describing
the determination computation trough comparison
between a calculative turning index and an actual
turning index shown in FIG. 10.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing which is performed in a traveling control
apparatus for a vehicle according to the modification
of the first embodiment of the present invention and
in which the result of final determination performed
by the execution judgment means shown in FIG. 4
is changed from an enabled state to a disabled state
on the basis of a plurality of determination computa-
tion results.
FIG. 16 is a functional block diagram for describing
a case where the target vehicle speed is adjusted
on the basis of an amount by which an accelerating
operation member is operated by a driver.
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FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing regarding the computation of the heading
angle shown in FIG. 11.
FIG. 18 is an illustration showing an example of the
computation of the heading angle for the case where
a single curve is present.
FIG. 19 is an illustration showing an example of the
computation of the heading angle for the case where
a plurality of curves are present.
FIG. 20 is a functional block diagram for describing
the outline of evaluation of the reliability of curve in-
formation executed by a traveling control apparatus
(an apparatus for evaluating the reliability of curve
information) for a vehicle according to a second em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 21 is a table showing examples of calculative
turning indices and actual turning indices.
FIG. 22 is a functional block diagram for describing
the outline of vehicle speed control executed by the
traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to the second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 23 is a functional block diagram for describing
the determination computation performed by the first
execution judgment means shown in FIG. 22.
FIG. 24 is a functional block diagram for describing
the computation of the target vehicle speed per-
formed by the target vehicle speed computation
mean shown in FIG. 22.
FIG. 25 is a functional block diagram for describing
reference point determination computation shown in
FIG. 24.
FIG. 26 is a functional block diagram for describing
the vehicle speed control performed by the vehicle
speed control means shown in FIG. 22.
FIG. 27 is a flowchart for describing an operation of
restriction means of the wheel brake control means
shown in FIG. 26 for restricting the changing gradient
of braking torque.
FIG. 28 is a time chart showing an example case
where vehicle speed control is executed by the
traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to the second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 29 is a functional block diagram for describing
computation for the case where the target vehicle
speed is adjusted on the basis of an amount by which
an accelerating operation member is operated by a
driver.
FIG. 30 is a functional block diagram for describing
second and third execution judgment computations
which are performed in addition to the first execution
judgment computation.
FIG. 31 is a functional block diagram for describing
the case where an allowable range is taken into con-
sideration when the actual turning index and the cal-
culative turning index are compared.
FIG. 32 is a graph for describing an example of the
allowable range shown in FIG. 31.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0046] Embodiments of the traveling control apparatus
for a vehicle according to the present invention will be
described with reference to the drawings.

(First embodiment)

(Configuration)

[0047] FIG. 1 schematically shows the structure of a
vehicle on which the traveling control apparatus accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention (here-
inafter referred to as the "present apparatus") is mounted.
The present apparatus includes an engine EG, which is
a power source of the vehicle, an automatic transmission
TM, a brake actuator BRK, an electronic control unit ECU,
and a navigation apparatus NAV.
[0048] For example, the engine EG is an internal com-
bustion engine. A throttle actuator TH adjusts the opening
of a throttle valve TV in response to operation of an ac-
celerator pedal (accelerating operation member) AP by
a driver. A fuel injection actuator FI (injector) injects fuel
in an amount in proportion to the intake air amount ad-
justed in accordance with the opening of the throttle valve
TV. Thus, the engine EG outputs an output torque cor-
responding to the amount of operation of the accelerator
pedal AP by the driver.
[0049] The automatic transmission TM is a multi-stage
automatic transmission having a plurality of gear stages
or a non-stage automatic transmission having no gear
stage. The automatic transmission TM can automatically
(without needing operation of a shift lever SF by the driv-
er) change the reduction ratio (rotational speed of an out-
put shaft of the engine EG (= an input shaft of the trans-
mission TM)/rotational speed of an output shaft of the
transmission TM) in accordance with the operation state
of the engine EG and the position of the shift lever SF.
[0050] The brake actuator BRK has a known structure,
and includes a plurality of solenoid valves, a hydraulic
pump, a motor, etc. In a non-controlled mode, the brake
actuator BRK supplies wheel cylinders WC** of wheels
WH** with brake pressure (brake hydraulic pressure) cor-
responding to an operation of a brake pedal BP (brake
operation member) by the driver. In a controlled mode,
the brake actuator BRK can individually adjust the brak-
ing pressures within the wheel cylinders WC** independ-
ently of the operation of the brake pedal BP (and the
operation of the accelerator pedal AP).
[0051] Notably, "**" suffixed to various symbols, etc.
represents each of the wheels to which the various sym-
bols, etc. relate. "fl" refers to the front left wheel, "fr" refers
to the front right wheel, "rl" refers to the rear left wheel,
and "rr" refers to the rear right wheel. For example, the
wheel cylinders WC** collectively represent the front left
wheel cylinder WCfl, the front right wheel cylinder WCfr,
the rear left wheel cylinder WCrl, and the rear right wheel
cylinder WCrr.
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[0052] The present apparatus includes wheel speed
sensors WS** for detecting wheel speeds Vw** of the
wheels WH**; brake pressure sensors PW** for detecting
brake pressures within the wheel cylinders WC**; a steer-
ing wheel angle sensor SA for detecting rotation angle
of the steering wheel SW (from its neutral position); a
front wheel steering angle sensor FS for deterring steer-
ing angle of the front wheels; a yaw rate sensor YR for
detecting yaw rate of the vehicle body; a longitudinal ac-
celeration sensor GX for detecting acceleration (decel-
eration) in a front-rear direction of the vehicle body (here-
inafter referred to as the " longitudinal direction); a lateral
acceleration sensor GY for detecting acceleration in the
lateral direction of the vehicle body; an engine speed
sensor NE for detecting rotational speed of the output
shaft of the engine EG; an accelerating operation amount
sensor AS for detecting the amount of operation of the
accelerator pedal (accelerating operation member) AP;
a brake operation amount sensor BS for detecting the
amount of operation of the brake pedal BP; a shift position
sensor HS for detecting the position of the shift lever SF;
a throttle valve opening sensor TS for detecting the open-
ing of the throttle valve TV; a self aligning torque sensor
ATf* for detecting self aligning torque of the steerable
wheels (front wheels); and a steering torque sensor ST
for detecting steering torque of the steering wheel SW.
[0053] The self aligning torque sensor ATf* is fixed to,
for example, the wheel rim of each steerable wheel, and
detects distortion of the wheel rim. The self aligning
torque sensor ATf* detects the self aligning torque on the
basis of information regarding the deformation and the
position of the wheel rim whose distortion is detected.
[0054] The electronic control unit ECU is a microcom-
puter for electronically controlling a power train system
and a chassis system. The electronic control unit ECU
is electrically connected to, or can communicate through
a network with, the above-described various actuators,
the above-described various sensors, and the automatic
transmission TM. The electronic control unit ECU is com-
posed of a plurality of control units (ECU1 to ECU4) con-
nected together via a communication bus CB.
[0055] The ECU1 within the electronic control unit ECU
is a wheel brake control unit that controls the brake ac-
tuator BRK on the basis of signals from the wheel speed
sensors WS**, the longitudinal acceleration sensor GX,
the lateral acceleration sensor GY, the yaw rate sensor
YR, etc., to thereby execute brake pressure control
(wheel brake control), such as vehicle stabilization con-
trol (ESC control), antiskid control (ABS control), and
traction control (TCS control), which are well known. Fur-
thermore, the ECU1 computes the speed of the vehicle
(vehicle speed) Vx from the wheel speeds Vw** detected
by the wheel speed sensors WS**.
[0056] The ECU2 within the electronic control unit ECU
is an engine control unit that controls the throttle actuator
TH and the fuel injection actuator FI on the basis of sig-
nals from the accelerating operation amount sensor AS,
etc., to thereby control the output torque of the engine

EG (engine control).
[0057] The ECU3 within the electronic control unit ECU
is an automatic transmission control unit that controls the
automatic transmission TM on the basis of signals from
the shift position sensor HS, etc., to thereby execute re-
duction ratio control (transmission control).
[0058] The ECU4 within the electronic control unit ECU
is an electronic power steering control unit that controls
an electronic power steering apparatus EPS on the basis
of signals from the steering torque sensor ST, etc., to
thereby execute power steering control.
[0059] The navigation apparatus NAV includes a nav-
igation processing apparatus PRC, which is electrically
connected to vehicle position detection means (a global
positioning system) GPS, a yaw rate gyro GYR, an input
section INP, a storage section MAP, and a display section
(display) MTR. The navigation apparatus NAV is electri-
cally connected to, or can communicate wireless with,
the electronic control unit ECU.
[0060] The vehicle position detection means GPS can
detect the position (latitude, longitude, etc.) of the vehicle
by one of well known methods utilizing positioning signals
from satellites. The yaw rate gyro GYR can detect angular
speed (yaw rate) of the vehicle body. The input section
INP receives driver’s operations associated with naviga-
tion functions. The storage section MAP stores various
pieces of information, such as map information and road
information.
[0061] The navigation processing apparatus PRC
comprehensively processes the signals from the vehicle
position detection means GPS, the yaw rate gyro GYR,
the input section INP, and the storage section MAP, and
displays the processing results (information related to
the navigation function) on the display section MTR.
[0062] The description of the present apparatus con-
figured as described above will be continued while a
curve having a shape shown in FIG. 2 is taken as an
example. The (single) curve shown in FIG. 2 is composed
of an approaching transition curve section Zci (in which
the radius curvature decreases gradually with traveling
of the vehicle), a constant curvature radius section Zit,
and a departing transition curve section Zcd (in which
the radius curvature increases gradually with traveling of
the vehicle), in this sequence, from a curve start point Ci
(curve entrance) toward a curve end point Cd (curve exit).
Each of the transition curves is composed of, for example,
a clothoid curve. The transition curve sections are pro-
vided in order to enable the vehicle to smoothly pass
through the curve through a driver’s operation of gradu-
ally rotating a steering wheel and then gradually returning
the steering wheel to its neutral position, without requiring
the driver to rapidly rotate the steering wheel.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 3, in this curve, the radius of
curvature is infinite at the curve start point Ci (that is, the
end point of a straight road section), then decreases grad-
ually, and becomes Rm (the minimum radius of curvature
within the curve) at the start point Cs of the constant
curvature radius section Zit. After that, the radius of cur-
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vature is maintained at Rm up to the end point Ce of the
constant curvature radius section Zit, then increases
gradually, and becomes infinite at the curve end point
Cd (that is, the start point of the next straight road sec-
tion). When the vehicle travels along this curve at a con-
stant vehicle speed, the turning state quantity (e.g., lat-
eral acceleration) starts to increase from "0 (straight
traveling)" at the curve start point Ci, increases generally
proportionally in the approaching transition curve section
Zci, and assumes a constant value (maximum value) in
the constant curvature radius section Zit. After that, the
turning state quantity decreases generally proportionally
in the departing transition curve section Zcd, and be-
comes "0 (straight traveling)" at the curve end point Cd.
[0064] In general, "deceleration control" which decel-
erates the vehicle in a curve becomes necessary at a
point before and near the start point Cs of the constant
curvature radius section Zit of the curve in which the ra-
dius of curvature becomes small. When the vehicle pass-
es through this point, in many cases, the vehicle tends
to exhibit a steering characteristic of under steering, the
degree of which is however lower than a level above
which "stabilization control" which stabilizes the turning
state of the vehicle must be performed.

(Outline of adjustment of deceleration control and stabi-
lization control)

[0065] The adjustment of the deceleration control and
the stabilization control performed by the present appa-
ratus will be described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0066] First, curve information acquisition means A1
acquires pieces of information Rc, Pc (position Pc and
curve curvature radius Rc at that position) regarding a
curve located ahead of the vehicle. The curve information
Rc, Pc is stored in a map information database of the
storage section MAP. As the curve information, a position
Pc (e.g., information representing the latitude and longi-
tude of that position) and the curvature radius Rc of the
curve at that position Pc are directly stored. Alternatively,
a form (e.g., an arithmetic expression and coefficients)
which can compute the position Pc and the curvature
radius Rc may be stored as the curve information.
[0067] Vehicle position acquisition means A2 acquires
the present position Pvh of the vehicle. The vehicle po-
sition Pvh is detected by use of the global positioning
system GPS.
[0068] Target vehicle speed computation means A3
computes, on the basis of the curve information Rc, Pc
and the vehicle position Pvh, a target vehicle speed Vt
at which the vehicle can stably pass through a curve un-
der consideration.
[0069] Deceleration control target value computation
means A4 compares the target vehicle speed Vt and a
vehicle speed Vx acquired by vehicle speed acquisition
means A5, and calculates a target value Gst for decel-
eration control (a target value for wheel braking, and a
target value for braking torque). At that time, the decel-

eration control target value computation means A4 judg-
es the deceleration control target value Gst in consider-
ation of a determination result (control flag) So computed
by execution judgment means A9 to be described later.
When the determination result So permits execution of
the deceleration control (when the determination result
So is in a permission state (So = 1), the computed de-
celeration control target value Gst is output as is to target
value adjustment means A11 to be described later.
Meanwhile, the determination result So prohibits (denies)
execution of the deceleration control (when the determi-
nation result So is in a prohibition state (So = 0), "0 (non-
execution of control)" is output to the target value adjust-
ment means A11 as the deceleration control target value
Gst.
[0070] Notably, the "prohibition state" is also called a
"disabling state," and means a state in which the function
of the deceleration control executed by the wheel brake
control unit ECU1 within the electronic control unit ECU
is disabled (this state will be referred to as the "disabled
sate"). For example, in the "prohibition state," "O" is out-
put as a control quantity (target quantity) for the decel-
eration control. The "permission state" is also called an
"enabling state," and means a state in which the function
of the deceleration control is enabled (this state will be
referred to as the "enabled sate"). In the "permission
state," the control quantity (target quantity) for the decel-
eration control is output as is.
[0071] Actual turning state quantity acquisition means
A6 acquires an actual yaw motion state quantity (actual
turning state quantity Ta) of the vehicle. The actual turn-
ing state quantity Ta is a yawing motion state quantity
actually generated in the vehicle. Examples of the actual
turning state quantity Ta include actual yaw rate Yr, actual
lateral acceleration Gy, actual vehicle body slip angle βa,
and actual vehicle body slip angular velocity dβa. Alter-
natively, a value obtained by combining two or more of
the above-mentioned state quantities may be used as
the actual turning state quantity Ta.
[0072] Target turning state quantity acquisition means
A7 acquires a target yaw motion state quantity (target
turning state quantity Td) of the vehicle. A value of the
same dimension corresponding to the actual turning state
quantity Ta (target yaw rate Yrd, target lateral accelera-
tion Gyd, target vehicle body slip angle βd, and target
vehicle body slip angular velocity dβd) is computed as
the target turning state quantity Td. The target turning
state quantity Td is computed on the basis of the vehicle
speed Vx and the steering wheel angle θsw (or the front
wheel steering angle δf).
[0073] Steering characteristic computation means A8
computes the steering characteristic of the vehicle (under
steering, neutral steering, over steering) on the basis of
the actual turning state quantity Ta and the target turning
state quantity Td, and outputs the computation result
(steering characteristic value) Sch. The steering charac-
teristic value Sch is a value which represents the steering
characteristic of the vehicle. The deviation (= Td - Ta)
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between the target turning state quantity Td and the ac-
tual turning state quantity Ta can be used as the steering
characteristic value Sch. In this case, when under steer-
ing tends to occur, the steering characteristic value Sch
is computed to have a large positive value. The steering
characteristic can be computed on the basis of the actual
turning state quantity Ta only without use of the target
turning state quantity Td. For example, the steering char-
acteristic value Sch can be computed on the basis of the
actual vehicle body slip angular velocity dβa, the actual
vehicle body slip angle βa, etc.
[0074] Execution judgment means A9 decides, on the
basis of the steering characteristic value Sch, the result
of determination as to whether execution of the deceler-
ation control is to be permitted or prohibited, and outputs
the determination result (control flag) So. Notably, the
execution judgment means A9 may perform final deter-
mination as to whether execution of the deceleration con-
trol is to be permitted or prohibited, on the basis of not
only the determination result (control flag) So based on
the steering characteristic value Sch, but also other de-
termination results (control flags Sy, Sd, Ss, Sm). These
will be described later. First, description will be continued
for the case where the execution judgment means A9
performs the final determination on the basis of the de-
termination result (control flag) So only.
[0075] In this case, when Sch < Sc1 (predetermined
value) (when the vehicle is not in the tendency of under
steering), in order to prohibit execution of the decelera-
tion control, the determination result is set to a prohibition
state (So = 0). This determination is made on the basis
of the thought that "in a stage in which the steering char-
acteristic value is small, the possibility of the vehicle ac-
tually traveling in a curve may be low (accordingly, the
reliability of the curve information may be low)." As a
result, as described above, "0" is output to the target val-
ue adjustment means A11 as the deceleration control
target value Gst.
[0076] Meanwhile, when Sch ≥ Sc1 (predetermined
value) (when the vehicle is in the tendency of under steer-
ing), in order to permit execution of the deceleration con-
trol, the determination result is set to a permission state
(So = 1). The predetermined value Sc1 is a threshold for
determining whether or not the vehicle is in the tendency
of under steering. This determination is made on the ba-
sis of the thought that "in a stage in which the steering
characteristic value is large, the probability that the ve-
hicle is in the tendency of under steering and actually
travels in a curve may be high (accordingly, the reliability
of the curve information may be high)." As a result, the
value computed through comparison between the target
vehicle speed Vt and the vehicle speed Vx is output as
is to the target value adjustment means A11 as the de-
celeration control target value Gst.
[0077] Stabilization control target value computation
means A10 computes a target value Est for stabilization
control (a target value for wheel braking, and a target
value for braking torque) on the basis of the steering char-

acteristic value Sch. Stabilization control is a well known
control for suppressing under steering and over steering
of the vehicle.
[0078] Target value adjustment means A11 adjusts the
deceleration control target value Gst and the stabilization
control target value Est, and computes a braking control
target value Bt. As will be described in detail later, the
condition for starting the stabilization control is Sch > Sc2
(predetermined value). Here, Sc2 > Sc1. Therefore,
when Sch < Sc1, none of the deceleration control and
the stabilization control is executed. Therefore, "0 (non-
execution of control)" is output to wheel brake control
means A12 as the braking control target value Bt. When
Sc1 ≤ Sch ≤ Sc2, only the deceleration control can be
executed. Therefore, the deceleration control target val-
ue Gst is output to the wheel brake control means A12
as the braking control target value Bt. When Sch > Sc2
(predetermined value), both the deceleration control and
the stabilization control can be executed. Therefore, a
value obtained through adjustment of the deceleration
control target value Gst and the stabilization control tar-
get value Est is output to the wheel brake control means
A12 as the braking control target value Bt.
[0079] The wheel brake control means A12 controls
an actual braking control quantity (e.g., braking pressure)
Ba on the basis of the braking control target value Bt. For
example, publicly known means composed of a pump,
an electric motor, solenoid valves, etc. can be used as
the wheel brake control means A12.
[0080] This actual braking control quantity (e.g., brak-
ing pressure) Ba is output to wheel brake means A13,
whereby braking forces are applied to the wheels. Pub-
licly known means composed of a caliper, a rotor, pads,
etc. can be used as the wheel brake means A13.
[0081] As described above, the execution judgment
means A9 may perform the final determination on the
basis of not only the determination result (control flag)
So based on the steering characteristic value Sch, but
also other determination results (control flag Sy, Sd, Ss,
Sm). Through performance of a plurality of determination
computations as described above, the accuracy in de-
termining whether execution of the deceleration control
is to be permitted or prohibited can be improved. This
case will be described later.

(Computation of the target vehicle speed Vt)

[0082] Next, the detail of the computation of the target
vehicle speed Vt performed by the target vehicle speed
computation means A3 (see FIG. 4) will be described
with reference to FIG. 5.
[0083] First, in a proper vehicle speed computation
block B1, a proper vehicle speed Vqo at which the vehicle
can properly pass through the curve is computed. Spe-
cifically, the curvature radius Rm of a section of the curve
in which the radius of curvature becomes constant (the
constant curvature radius section Zit) is judged on the
basis of the curve information Rc, Pc, and the proper
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vehicle speed Vqo is computed on the basis of the cur-
vature radius Rm. The minimum curvature radius within
the curve may be used as the curvature radius Rm. The
greater the curvature radius Rm, the greater the comput-
ed value of the proper vehicle speed Vqo. With this com-
putation, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is judged so that
the vehicle can pass through the curve with a generally
constant lateral acceleration, irrespective of the curva-
ture radius Rm.
[0084] Furthermore, the proper vehicle speed Vqo may
be adjusted on the basis of at least one of uphill/downhill
grade Kud, road width Wrd, front visibility Msk, and ve-
hicle speed Vx. When the uphill/downhill grade Kud in-
dicates that the road is downhill, the proper vehicle speed
Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as compared with the
case where the road is horizontal. When the uphill/down-
hill grade Kud indicates that the road is uphill, the proper
vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value as com-
pared with the case where the road is horizontal. When
the road width Wrd is small, the proper vehicle speed
Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as compared with the
case where the road width Wrd is large. When the road
width Wrd is large, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is ad-
justed to a larger value as compared with the case where
the road width Wrd is small. When the front visibility Msk
is poor, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a
smaller value as compared with the case where the vis-
ibility Msk is good. When the front visibility Msk is good,
the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value
as compared with the case where the visibility Msk is
poor. When the vehicle speed Vx is high, the proper ve-
hicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as com-
pared with the case where the vehicle speed Vx is low.
When the vehicle speed Vx is low, the proper vehicle
speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value as compared with
the case where the vehicle speed Vx is high.
[0085] The proper vehicle speed Vqo may be adjusted
on the basis of road surface friction coefficient mmax. In
this case, when the road surface friction coefficient mmax
is large, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a
larger value as compared with the case where the road
surface friction coefficient mmax is small. When the road
surface friction coefficient mmax is small, the proper ve-
hicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as com-
pared with the case where the road surface friction co-
efficient mmax is large.
[0086] Computation of the road surface friction coeffi-
cient mmax is performed on the basis of the self aligning
torque Sat of the wheels obtained by the self aligning
torque sensor ATf*. In a process in which the lateral forc-
es of the wheels increase, the self aligning torque Sat
also increases. In this process, the self aligning torque
Sat reaches the maximum value before the vehicle enters
a state in which the lateral forces become saturated (that
is, a turning limit state). Therefore, the road surface fric-
tion coefficient mmax can be estimated before the turning
of the vehicle reaches the limit.
[0087] For the detection of the self aligning torque Sat,

one of publicly known methods disclosed in, for example,
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (kokai) Nos.
2008-24073, 2007-245901, 2004-233331, etc. can be
used. Furthermore, for the computation of the road sur-
face friction coefficient mmax based on the self aligning
torque, one of publicly known methods disclosed in, for
example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open
(kokai) No. 2007-245901, etc. can be used.
[0088] In a reference point setting computation block
B2, a reference point Pcr is judged. The reference point
Pcr refers to a target point before which the vehicle speed
is decreased to the proper vehicle speed Vqo by means
of the deceleration control. The reference point Pcr can
be set at the entrance point Cs of the curve at which the
radius of curvature becomes constant (a point within the
constant curvature radius section closest to the vehicle).
Alternatively, the point Cs within the curve at which the
radius of curvature becomes the minimum may be set
as the reference point Pcr. The point Cs is judged on the
basis of the curve shape Rc and the curve position Pc.
[0089] The point Pcr can be set such that it coincides
with the entrance point Cs of the constant curvature ra-
dius section or a point shifted toward the vehicle from the
point of the minimum radius of curvature by a distance
Lpr (in the vicinity of an end portion of a transition curve
corresponding to an approaching portion to the curve
closer to the vehicle). The distance Lpr may be a constant
value.
[0090] Alternatively, the distance Lpr may be comput-
ed in accordance with the vehicle speed Vx. In this case,
specifically, when the vehicle speed Vx is equal to or less
than a predetermined value V1, the distance Lpr is set
to "0" (that is, the point Pcr coincides with Cs); and, when
Vx > V1 (predetermined value), the distance Lpr is set to
increase from "0" with an increase in the vehicle speed
Vx from V1. Alternatively, the distance Lpr may be judged
by use of the proper vehicle speed Vqo in place of the
vehicle speed Vx.
[0091] In this case, the point Pcr is set such that it co-
incides with a point on the curve shifted from the point
Cs toward the curve start point Ci by the distance Lpr.
That is, the point Pcr is set on the basis of the distance
Lpr, the curve shape Rc, and the point Cs (curve position
Pc).
[0092] As described above, the point Pcr is a target
point which is used to decrease the vehicle speed to the
proper vehicle speed Vqo. In some cases, the map in-
formation, etc. contain errors. Such errors can be elimi-
nated by means of setting the point Pcr such that it co-
incides with a point shifted from the point Cs toward the
curve entrance Ci by the distance Lpr. That is, within the
curve, the vehicle speed control is started a little early,
whereby the vehicle speed can be decreased to the prop-
er vehicle speed Vqo without fail at a point on the curve
shifted from the point Pcr toward the curve entrance Ci.
[0093] In a target vehicle speed computation block B3,
the target vehicle speed Vt is computed. A target vehicle
speed computation characteristic Vtch for determining
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the target vehicle speed Vt at the vehicle position Pvh
(Vt[Pvh]) is judged on the basis of the reference point
Pcr and the proper vehicle speed Vqo. The judged target
vehicle speed computation characteristic Vtch is such
that the vehicle speed decreases at a deceleration Gm
(e.g., a previously set constant) from the curve entrance
to the reference point Pcr, and becomes the proper ve-
hicle speed Vqo at the reference point Pcr. The deceler-
ation Gm may be set to a value judged in consideration
of a typical friction coefficient of wet road surface.
[0094] The deceleration Gm can be adjusted on the
basis of the road surface friction coefficient mmax. Spe-
cifically, the deceleration Gm is adjusted such that the
greater the road surface friction coefficient mmax, the
greater the value of the deceleration Gm. The target ve-
hicle speed Vt at the
vehicle position Pvh is computed by means of inputting
the vehicle position Pvh into the target vehicle speed
computation characteristic Vtch, judged on the basis of
the reference point Pcr and the proper vehicle speed Vqo.
The target vehicle speed Vt computed in this manner is
output to the deceleration control target value computa-
tion means A4 (see FIG. 4).

(Computation of the deceleration control target value 
Gst)

[0095] Next, the details of the computation of the de-
celeration control target value Gst performed by the de-
celeration control target value computation means A4
(see FIG. 4) will be described with reference to FIG. 6.
[0096] First, in a comparison computation block B4, a
deviation ΔVx (= Vx - Vt) between the current actual ve-
hicle speed Vx and the target vehicle speed Vt is com-
puted.
[0097] In a deceleration control target value computa-
tion block B5, the deceleration control target value Gst
is computed on the basis of the vehicle speed deviation
ΔVx. Specifically, the deceleration control target value
Gst is computed such that the greater the deviation ΔVx
(> 0), the greater the computed deceleration control tar-
get value Gst, and such that, when the deviation ΔVx is
negative, the deceleration control target value Gst be-
comes "0." That is, when the vehicle speed Vx is greater
than the target vehicle speed Vt (Vx > Vt), the decelera-
tion control is executed; and, when the vehicle speed Vx
is smaller than the target vehicle speed Vt (Vx < Vt), the
deceleration control is not executed.
[0098] The deceleration control target value Gst can
be adjusted on the basis of the road surface friction co-
efficient mmax. Specifically, the deceleration control tar-
get value Gst is adjusted such that the greater the road
surface friction coefficient mmax, the greater the value to
which the deceleration control target value Gst is adjust-
ed.
[0099] The deceleration control target value Gst com-
puted in the block B5 as described above is output to a
changeover computation block B6. In the changeover

computation block B6, one of the deceleration control
target value Gst output from the block B5 and a target
value "0" which represents prohibition of the deceleration
control is selected on the basis of the determination result
(control flag) So output from the execution judgment
means A9. The selected value is output as a final decel-
eration control target value Gst. That is, in the case where
the determination result (control flag) So is in the prohi-
bition state (So = 0), even when the deviation ΔVx as-
sumes a positive value, "0" is output as the final decel-
eration control target value Gst. Meanwhile, in the case
where the determination result (control flag) So is in the
permission state (So = 1), the deceleration control target
value Gst computed in the block B5 is output as is as the
final deceleration control target value Gst. The final de-
celeration control target value Gst computed/selected in
this manner is output to the target value adjustment
means A11 (see FIG. 4).
[0100] Notably, in the case where the execution judg-
ment means A9 performs the final determination on the
basis of not only the determination result (control flag)
So based on the steering characteristic value Sch, but
also other determination results (control flags Sy, Sd, Ss,
and Sm, which will be described later), in the changeover
computation block B6, the final deceleration control tar-
get value Gst is computed/selected on the basis of the
final determination result of the execution judgment
means A9.

(Execution judgment computation and computation of 
the stabilization control target value)

[0101] Next, the computation of the determination re-
sult (control flag) So performed by the execution judg-
ment means A9 (see FIG. 4) and the computation of the
stabilization control target value Est performed by the
stabilization control target value computation means A10
(see FIG. 4) will be described in detail with reference to
FIG. 7.
[0102] First, in a target turning state computation block
B7, a target yawing motion state quantity (target turning
state quantity) Td of the vehicle is computed. A physical
quantity of the same dimension corresponding to an ac-
tually generated yawing motion state quantity (actual
turning state quantity) Ta is computed as the target turn-
ing state quantity Td. For example, in the case where the
turning state quantity is yaw rate, a target yaw rate Yrd
is computed as the target turning state quantity Td. The
target yaw rate Yrd is computed by the following expres-
sion. 

In this expression, Kh is a stability factor, L is a wheel
base of the vehicle, and SG is a steering gear ratio of the
vehicle.
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[0103] In a steering characteristic computation block
B8, the target turning state quantity Td is compared with
the actual turning state quantity Ta of the same dimension
corresponding to the target turning state quantity Td,
whereby the steering characteristic of the vehicle is com-
puted. The deviation (Sch = Td - Ta) between the target
turning state quantity Td and the actual turning state
quantity Ta may be computed as the steering character-
istic value Sch.
[0104] When the steering characteristic value Sch is
approximately "0," the vehicle exhibits neutral steering.
When Sch < 0, the vehicle exhibits over steering, and the
degree of the over steering increases with the absolute
value of the steering characteristic value Sch. Mean-
while, when Sch > 0, the vehicle exhibits under steering,
and the degree of the under steering increases with the
steering characteristic value Sch.
[0105] In the case where the steering characteristic
value Sch is computed by making use of the yaw rate,
the steering characteristic is judged on the basis of the
deviation ΔYr (= Yrd - Yr) between a target yaw rate Yrd
and the actual yaw rate Yr detected by the yaw rate sen-
sor YR. The steering characteristic is as follows. When
the yaw rate deviation ΔYr is approximately "0," the ve-
hicle exhibits neutral steering. When ΔYr < 0, the vehicle
exhibits over steering, and the degree of the over steering
increases with the absolute value of the deviation ΔYr.
When ΔYr > 0, the vehicle exhibits under steering, and
the degree of the under steering increases with the de-
viation ΔYr.
[0106] In an execution judgment computation block
B9, a determination is made as to whether execution of
the deceleration control is to be permitted or prohibited.
In a process in which the steering characteristic is chang-
ing from neutral steering to under steering (accordingly,
in a process in which Sch is increasing), in a stage in
which the steering characteristic value Sch (or the yaw
rate deviation ΔYr) is smaller than a (previously set) pre-
determined value Sc1, the determination result (control
flag) So is set to the prohibition state (So = 0) in order to
prohibit execution of the deceleration control. Meanwhile,
in a stage after the steering characteristic value Sch (or
the yaw rate deviation ΔYr) has become equal to or great-
er than the predetermined value Sc1, the determination
result (control flag) So is changed from the prohibition
state (So = 0) to the permission state (So = 1) in order
to permit execution of the deceleration control. These
determinations are based on the thought that "the pos-
sibility of the vehicle actually traveling in a curve may be
low (accordingly, the reliability of the curve information
may be low) in a stage in which the steering characteristic
value is small, and the possibility that the vehicle exhibits
under steering and actually travels in a curve may be
high (accordingly, the reliability of the curve information
may be high) in a stage in which the steering character-
istic value is large.
[0107] In contrast, in a process in which the steering
characteristic is changing from under steering to neutral

steering (accordingly, in a process in which Sch is de-
creasing), in a stage in which the steering characteristic
value Sch (or the yaw rate deviation ΔYr) is equal to or
greater than a (previously set) predetermined value Sc0,
the determination result (control flag) So is maintained
in the permission state (So = 1). Meanwhile, in a stage
after the steering characteristic value Sch (or the yaw
rate deviation ΔYr) has become smaller than the prede-
termined value Sc0, the determination result (control flag)
So is changed from the permission state (So = 1) to the
prohibition state (So = 0). Here, a relation Sc0 < Sc1 is
present between the predetermined values Sc0 and Sc1.
By virtue of this relation, it is possible to prevent occur-
rence of hunting of the determination result (control flag)
So as to whether to permit or prohibit execution of the
deceleration control. The predetermined value Sc1 is set
to be smaller than a predetermined value Sc2, which will
be described later.
[0108] In a stabilization control target value computa-
tion block B10, the stabilization control target value Est
is computed on the basis of the steering characteristic
value Sch (or the yaw rate deviation ΔYr). Specifically,
when the steering characteristic value Sch (or the yaw
rate deviation ΔYr) is equal to or smaller than the (previ-
ously set) predetermined value Sc2, the stabilization con-
trol target value Est is computed to be "0." That is, a
relation Sch > Sc2 is a condition for starting the stabili-
zation control.
[0109] The stabilization control target value Est is in-
dividually judged for each wheel so as to maintain a prop-
er steering characteristic, while suppressing excessive
under steering or excessive over steering of the vehicle.
Here, "fo" represents the stabilization control target value
Est for a front wheel located on the outer side of a turning
locus, "ro" represents that for a rear wheel located on the
outer side of the turning locus, and "ri" represents that
for a rear wheel located on the inner side of the turning
locus. These values are judged such that the vehicle is
decelerated, and a proper yawing moment is applied to
the vehicle.
[0110] As described above, the predetermined value
Sc2 is set to be greater than the predetermined value
Sc1. Accordingly, in a process in which the steering char-
acteristic is changing from neutral steering to under steer-
ing (accordingly, Sch is increasing) after the vehicle has
entered the curve (in a period in which the vehicle is
traveling in the approaching transition curve section Zci),
first, the deceleration control can be started. In the case
where the under steering is eliminated through execution
of the deceleration control, the stabilization control is not
started. Meanwhile, in the case where the under steering
is not eliminated through execution of the deceleration
control, the stabilization control is started and executed.
Since the deceleration control is started and executed
earlier than and preferentially over the stabilization con-
trol, it is possible to prevent the stabilization control from
unnecessarily being started.
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(Computation of the braking control target value Bt)

[0111] Next, the details of the computation of the brak-
ing control target value Bt performed by the target value
adjustment means A11 (see FIG. 4) will be described
with reference to FIG. 8.
[0112] As described above, when Sch < Sc1, none of
the deceleration control and the stabilization control is
executed, and Gst and Est become 0. When Sc1 ≤ Sch
≤ Sc2, only the deceleration control is executed, Gst be-
comes equal to the value computed in the deceleration
control target value computation block B5 (see FIG. 6),
and Est becomes 0. When Sch > Sc2, both the deceler-
ation control and the stabilization control are executed,
Gst becomes equal to the value computed in the decel-
eration control target value computation block B5, and
Est becomes equal to the value computed in the stabili-
zation control target value computation block B10 (see
FIG. 7).
[0113] Target value adjustment means B11 adjusts the
deceleration control target value Gst and the stabilization
control target value Est to thereby judge the braking con-
trol target value Bt. In principle, the braking control target
value Bt is computed by means of "increasing computa-
tion"; i.e., adding the stabilization control target value Est
to the deceleration control target value Gst. However, as
described below, in the case where a wheel slip Sp**
becomes excessive or a moment (yawing moment) act-
ing on the vehicle is insufficient, the deceleration control
target value Gst and the stabilization control target value
Est are adjusted by means of "selection computation."
[0114] Specifically, in the case where the wheel slip
Sp** of a certain wheel computed in a wheel slip compu-
tation block B12 on the basis of the wheel speed Vw**
detected by the wheel speed sensor WS** becomes ex-
cessive ("**" suffixed to the symbols represents each of
the wheels to which the symbols relate. "fl" represents
the front left wheel, "fr" represents the front right wheel,
"rl" represents the rear left wheel, and "rr" represents the
rear right wheel), the braking torque applied to that wheel
cannot be increased. In such a case, for that wheel, the
deceleration control target value Gst is output as is to the
wheel brake control means A12 as the braking control
target value Bt. Furthermore, in the case where the yaw-
ing moment Ym (or yawing moment deviation ΔYm) com-
puted in a vehicle moment computation block B13 on the
basis of the yaw rate Yr (or yaw rate deviation ΔYr) is
insufficient, in order to generate a proper vehicle mo-
ment, a value obtained by means of "decreasing compu-
tation"; i.e., subtracting the stabilization control target val-
ue Est from the deceleration control target value Gst is
output to the wheel brake control means A12 as the brak-
ing control target value Bt.
[0115] The wheel brake control means A12 controls
the actual braking torque Ba (braking pressure) applied
to the wheel brake means A13 on the basis of the braking
control target value Bt. In the wheel brake control means
A12, when the actual braking torque Ba is controlled, an

amount Bp by which the driver operates a brake operation
member is taken into consideration. Furthermore, in or-
der to suppress a sharp change in vehicle acceleration,
braking torque time gradient restriction means imposes
a restriction on the changing gradient of the braking
torque with respect to time. Specifically, the increase gra-
dient of Ba with respect to time is restricted to a prede-
termined value Lwc, and the decrease gradient of Ba with
respect to time is restricted to a predetermined value Lwd.
Notably, the deceleration control may be executed by
making use of deceleration, which can be adjusted by
use of down shift of the automatic transmission TM, in
place of wheel braking.

(Operation example)

[0116] Next, an example case in which the decelera-
tion control is started and executed by the present appa-
ratus will be described with reference to FIG. 9.
[0117] At a point e1, Vx becomes greater than Vt, and
a vehicle speed deviation ΔVx (= Vx - Vt > 0) is generated.
However, at the point e1, the steering characteristic value
Sch is "0" and smaller than the predetermined value Sc1.
Therefore, the determination result (control flag) So is
maintained in the prohibition state (So = 0). Accordingly,
despite that ΔVx > 0 (that is, the deceleration control start
condition is satisfied) after the point e1, the deceleration
control target value Gst is maintained at "0." That is, the
deceleration control is not started, and the actual braking
torque (braking pressure) Ba is also maintained at "0."
Notably, a chain line represents a change in Ba in the
case where the determination result (control flag) So is
assumed to be maintained in the permission state (So =
1).
[0118] At a point e2, the vehicle enters the curve (pass-
es through the curve start point Ci), and the steering char-
acteristic value Sch starts to increase from "0." Subse-
quently, at a point e3, the steering characteristic value
Sch becomes equal to or greater than the predetermined
value Sc1. As a result, at the point e3, the determination
result (control flag) So is changed from the prohibition
state (So = 0) to the permission state (So = 1). Accord-
ingly, at the point e3, the deceleration control target value
Gst is switched to a value (> 0) computed on the basis
of ΔVx. That is, the deceleration control is started, and
application of the actual braking torque Ba (> 0) is started.
As a result, the vehicle starts deceleration.
[0119] As described above, the time gradient restric-
tion Lwc is imposed on increase of the braking torque.
Therefore, even when the deceleration control is started
suddenly, the actual braking torque (braking pressure)
Ba does not increase sharply, and the vehicle is not de-
celerated sharply.
[0120] At a point e4, the steering characteristic value
Sch becomes smaller than the predetermined value Sc0
(< the predetermined value Sc1). As a result, at the point
e4, the determination result (control flag) So is changed
from the permission state (So = 1) to the prohibition state
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(So = 0). Accordingly, at the point e4, the deceleration
control target value Gst is again switched to "0," whereby
the deceleration control ends.
[0121] As described above, the time gradient restric-
tion Lwd is imposed on decrease of the braking torque.
Therefore, even when the deceleration control is ended
suddenly, the actual braking torque (braking pressure)
Ba does not decrease sharply, and the vehicle deceler-
ation does not decreases sharply.
[0122] In the example shown in FIG. 9, the condition
of Vx > Vt (the deceleration control start condition) is first
satisfied, and the deceleration control is then started as
a result of the determination result (control flag) So being
changed from the prohibition state (So = 0) to the per-
mission state (So = 1). However, in some cases, the de-
termination result (control flag) So is first changed from
the prohibition state (So = 0) to the permission state (So
= 1), and the condition of Vx > Vt (the deceleration control
start condition) is then satisfied, whereby the decelera-
tion control is started.
[0123] As shown in FIG. 9, in the present apparatus,
the deceleration control is started when the steering char-
acteristic value Sch reaches a value indicating the ten-
dency of under steering, as a result of the curvature ra-
dius Rc of the curve decreasing gradually after the vehicle
has entered the curve. Accordingly, the deceleration con-
trol is not executed in the case where the steering char-
acteristic value Sch does not reach the value indicating
the tendency of under steering, because the shape of
the curve is changed by renovation or the like of the road
(e.g., a curved section is changed to a straight section).
That is, the deceleration control is prevented from being
unnecessarily started and executed on the basis of curve
information whose reliability is low.
[0124] As described above, according to the traveling
control apparatus for a vehicle according to the first em-
bodiment of the present invention, after the vehicle is
assumed to have entered a curve, the deviation between
the target turning state quantity Td and the actual turning
state quantity Ta (the steering characteristic value Sch)
is computed. In the case where Sch does not reach the
predetermined value Sc1 after the vehicle is assumed to
have entered the curve, the possibility of the vehicle
traveling in the curve is judged to be low, and the reliability
of the curve information Rc, Pc is judged to be low. In
such a case, a determination (So = 0) for prohibiting ex-
ecution of the deceleration control is made. Meanwhile,
in the case where Sch has reached the predetermined
value Sc1, the possibility of the vehicle traveling in the
curve is judged to be high, and the reliability of the curve
information Rc, Pc is judged to be high. In such a case,
a determination (So = 1) for permitting execution of the
deceleration control is made. The deceleration control is
started and executed only when the control start condi-
tion (Vx > Vt) is satisfied, and execution of the deceler-
ation control is permitted (So = 1). Accordingly, even
when the control start condition is satisfied, the deceler-
ation control is not started if execution of the deceleration

control is prohibited (So = 0).
[0125] Therefore, the deceleration control can be ex-
ecuted on the basis of only curve information whose re-
liability is sufficiently high. In other words, it is possible
to prevent the deceleration control from unnecessarily
being started and executed on the basis of curve infor-
mation which is low in reliability. For example, in the case
where the acquired curve information Rc, Pc and the ac-
tual shape of the curve differ because of renovation of
the curve in the vicinity of the curve entrance (in partic-
ular, renovation to change a curved section to a straight
section), the deceleration control, which should not be
started, can be prohibited from being started.
[0126] In general, a point at which start of the deceler-
ation control is requested after the vehicle has entered
the curve is a point before and near the start point Cs of
the constant curvature radius section Zit of the curve
where the radius of curvature decreases. Accordingly,
by means of setting the predetermined value Sc1 to a
value similar to the steering characteristic value Sch at
the time when the vehicle passes through this point, the
point at which the deceleration control is started can be
made a proper point.
[0127] Even after the deceleration control is started
within the curve, the computation of the steering charac-
teristic value Sch is continued. As a result, when the
steering characteristic value Sch becomes smaller than
the predetermined value Sc0 (< Sc1), the determination
result is changed from the permission state (So = 1) to
the prohibition state (So = 0), whereby the deceleration
control which is being executed is interrupted. For exam-
ple, in the case where renovation is not performed in the
vicinity of the curve entrance but renovation is performed
from a mid point of the curve, when the vehicle passes
through the vicinity of the curve entrance, the determi-
nation result is brought into the permission state (So =
1), whereby the deceleration control is started. However,
when the vehicle passes through the mid point of the
curve, the determination result is changed from the per-
mission state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0),
whereby the deceleration control which is being executed
can be stopped.
[0128] The present invention is not limited to the
above-described first embodiment, and various modifi-
cations can be employed within the scope of the append-
ed claims. For example, in the above-described first em-
bodiment, the execution judgment means A9 makes the
final determination on the basis of only the determination
result (control flag) So based on the steering character-
istic value Sch. However, the embodiment may be mod-
ified such that the execution judgment means A9 makes
the final determination; i.e., outputs the final determina-
tion result (control flag Sfin) on the basis of not only the
determination result (control flag) So based on Sch, but
also other determination results (control flags Sy, Sd, Ss,
Sm).
[0129] When the control flag Sfin is "1," it represents
that the final determination result of the execution judg-
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ment means A9 is the permission state (the state in which
execution of the deceleration control is permitted). When
the control flag Sfin is "0," it represents that the final de-
termination result of the execution judgment means A9
is the prohibition (the state in which execution of the de-
celeration control is prohibited). In this case, the opera-
tion can be described by replacing "So" with "Sfin" in
FIGS. 4 and 6.
[0130] FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing for the case where the control flag Sfin is
changed from the prohibition state (Sfin = 0) to the per-
mission state (Sfin = 1). Notably, the "prohibition state"
corresponds to the "disabled state," and the "permission
state" corresponds to the "enabled state." A routine cor-
responding to this flowchart is repeatedly executed at
predetermined intervals (e.g., 6 msec).
[0131] In step 101, a determination is made as to
whether or not execution of the deceleration control is
prohibited (Sfin = 0). When the result of the determination
is "No," the present routine is ended immediately. Here,
execution of the deceleration control is assumed to be
prohibited (Sfin = 0). In this case, the result of the deter-
mination in step 101 is "Yes," and, in step 102, the vehicle
heading angle Ya is computed. In step 103 subsequent
thereto, a determination is made as to whether or not the
determination result (control flag) Sy based on Ya is in
the permission state (Sy = 1). The heading angle Ya re-
fers to an angle of the traveling direction of the vehicle
(a direction which the vehicle faces) at the vehicle posi-
tion, in relation to the direction of the straight section be-
fore the curve entrance.
[0132] Notably, the "direction of the straight section be-
fore the curve entrance" can be judged as follows, for
example. A straight section is judged on the basis of
changes in the actual turning state quantity within a sec-
tion of a predetermined distance (e.g., 20 m) through
which the vehicle has traveled, and the traveling direction
of the vehicle in the judged straight section is recorded
as the direction of the straight section before the curve
entrance. The predetermined distance is judged in such
a manner as to absorb an error of the position of the curve
entrance Ci judged on the basis of the map information
stored in the storage section MAP, an error of the vehicle
position Pvh obtained by use of the global positioning
system GPS or the like, and other errors.
[0133] The computation of the determination result
(control flag) Sy based on Ya (processing of steps 102
and 103) will now be described in detail with reference
to FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 11, in a heading angle com-
putation block B14, the heading angle Ya is computed
on the basis of the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g.,
the actual yaw rate Yr). For example, the actual yaw rate
Yr is acquired as the actual turning state quantity Ta, and
the actual yaw rate Yr is integrated (added up) from the
curve entrance Ci, whereby the heading angle (yaw an-
gle) Ya is computed.
[0134] In a curve exit heading angle computation block
B15, a heading angle Ya2 at the curve exit Cd (or the

end point Ce of the constant curvature radius section) is
computed on the basis of the curve information Rc, Pc.
The heading angle Ya2 is the angle of the tangential di-
rection of the curve at the curve exit Cd (or the point Ce)
in relation to the direction of the straight section before
the curve entrance.
[0135] In a judgment threshold computation block B16,
a predetermined value Ya1 is computed on the basis of
the vehicle speed Vx. Specifically, the predetermined val-
ue Ya1 is computed such that the higher the vehicle
speed Vx, the smaller the predetermined value Ya1.
[0136] In an execution judgment computation block
B17, when the heading angle Ya becomes equal to or
greater than the predetermined value Ya1, the determi-
nation result (control flag) Sy is changed from the prohi-
bition state (Sy = 0) to the permission state (Sy = 1).
Furthermore, when the heading angle Ya becomes equal
to or greater than the predetermined value Ya2, the de-
termination result (control flag) Sy is changed from the
permission state (Sy = 1) to the prohibition state (Sy =
0). This determination computation is based on the
thought "that, when the heading angle Ya is small (less
than Ya1), the possibility of the vehicle actually traveling
in the curve is low (accordingly, the reliability of the curve
information is low); and, when the heading angle Ya is
large (equal to or greater than Ya1), the possibility of the
vehicle actually traveling in the curve is high (accordingly,
the reliability of the curve information is high)."
[0137] As described above, the heading angle Ya is a
cumulative value of the actual yaw rate Yr from the curve
entrance Ci. Accordingly, even in the case where the
position of the vehicle in the width direction of the road
changes (the vehicle staggers) after the vehicle has en-
tered the curve, the heading angle Ya can represent the
traveling direction of the vehicle as viewed macroscopi-
cally. Accordingly, even in the case where a driver takes
an out-in-out traveling line, the degree of the reliability of
the curve information; i.e., whether to permit or prohibit
execution of the deceleration control can be judged reli-
ably from the determination result (control flag) Sy.
[0138] As described above, the fact that the "heading
angle Ya has become equal to or greater than the pre-
determined value Ya1" corresponds to the fact that "turn-
ing for a curve is detected." Notably, "turning for a curve"
may be detected on the basis of not only the computed
heading angle but also the detected values (actual val-
ues) such as the actual yaw rate and the steering wheel
angle, or may be detected by use of an image capturing
apparatus such as an on-board camera or a sensor such
as a millimeter wave laser radar.
[0139] For example, in the case where an image cap-
turing apparatus is used, "turning for a curve" is detected
as follows. In general, when a three-dimensional object
is recognized through image recognition, the three-di-
mensional object moves within a screen at a constant
speed corresponding to the vehicle speed, and the po-
sition of the three-dimensional object in the screen
changes. At that time, the three-dimensional object ex-
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hibits a certain motion within the screen around a van-
ishing point. However, when the vehicle turns left or right,
a three-dimensional object uniformly moves horizontally
within the screen from an end of the screen. Accordingly,
"turning for a curve" can be detected through detection
of the fact that a three-dimensional object within the
screen uniformly moves horizontally from an end of the
screen.
[0140] Furthermore, in the case where a sensor (in par-
ticular, millimeter wave laser radar) is used, like the case
where an image capturing device is used, turning can be
judged from the "positional relation between a detected
object (stationary object) and the vehicle itself" and the
"vehicle speed of the vehicle itself." Specifically, when a
stationary object is detected while the vehicle is turning,
the stationary object moves laterally within the screen
and the distance between the stationary object and the
vehicle increases. Accordingly, in the case where a sta-
tionary object is detected and the detection result shows
that the stationary object moves laterally within the
screen after that and the distance between the stationary
object and the vehicle increases, "turning for a curve"
can be detected.
[0141] Referring back to FIG. 10, when the result of
the determination in step 103 is "NO" (Ya < Ya1), the
present routine is ended immediately. Meanwhile, when
the result of the determination in step 103 is "Yes" (Ya ≥
Ya1), in step 104, the steering characteristic value Sch
is computed, and, in step 105 subsequent thereto, a de-
termination is made as to whether or not the determina-
tion result (control flag) So based on Sch is in the per-
mission state (So = 1). The computation (processing of
steps 104 and 105) of the determination result (control
flag) So based on Sch is identical with that performed in
the blocks B7, B8, and B9 shown in FIG. 7.
[0142] When the result of the determination in step 105
is "NO" (Sch < Sc1), the present routine is ended imme-
diately. Meanwhile, when the result of the determination
in step 105 is "Yes" (Sch ≥ Sc1), in step 106, the actual
turning state quantity Ta is computed, and, in step 107
subsequent thereto, a determination is made as to wheth-
er or not the determination result (control flag) Ss based
on Ta is in the permission state (Ss = 1).
[0143] The computation of the determination result
(control flag) Ss based on Ta (processing of steps 106
and 107) will now be described in detail with reference
to FIG. 12. As shown in FIG. 12, in actual turning state
quantity acquisition means A6 (see FIG. 4), the actual
turning state quantity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral acceler-
ation Gy, etc.) is obtained.
[0144] In an execution judgment computation block
B18, in a process in which the actual turning state quantity
Ta (e.g., Gy) is increasing, the determination result (con-
trol flag) Ss is set as follows. In a stage in which the actual
turning state quantity Ta (e.g., Gy) is less than a prede-
termined value Ta1, the determination result (control flag)
Ss is set to the prohibition state (Ss = 0). In a stage after
the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g., Gy) has become

equal to or greater than the predetermined value Ta1,
the determination result (control flag) Ss is changed from
the prohibition state (Ss = 0) to the permission state (Ss
= 1). This determination computation is based on the
thought "that, when the actual turning state quantity Ta
(e.g., Gy) is small (smaller than Ta1), the possibility of
the vehicle actually traveling in the curve is low (accord-
ingly, the reliability of the curve information is low); and,
when the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g., Gy) is
large (equal to or greater than Ta1), the possibility of the
vehicle actually traveling in the curve is high (accordingly,
the reliability of the curve information is high)."
[0145] Meanwhile, in a process in which the actual
turning state quantity Ta (e.g., Gy) is decreasing, the de-
termination result (control flag) Ss is set as follows. In a
stage in which the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g.,
Gy) is greater than a predetermined value Ta0, the de-
termination result (control flag) Ss is set to the permission
state (Ss = 1). In a stage after the actual turning state
quantity Ta (e.g., Gy) has become equal to or less than
the predetermined value Ta0, the determination result
(control flag) Ss is changed from the permission state
(Ss = 1) to the prohibition state (Ss = 0). Here, a relation
Ta0 < Ta1 is present between the predetermined values
Ta0 and Ta1. By virtue of this relation, it is possible to
prevent occurrence of hunting of the determination result
(control flag) Ss as to whether to permit or prohibit exe-
cution of the deceleration control.
[0146] Referring back to FIG. 10, when the result of
the determination in step 107 is "NO" (Ta < Ta1), the
present routine is ended immediately. Meanwhile, when
the result of the determination in step 107 is "Yes" (Ta ≥
Ta1), in step 108, a vehicle turning direction Dvh is com-
puted, and, in step 109 subsequent thereto, a curve di-
rection Dcv is computed. Subsequently, in step 110, a
determination is made as to whether or not the determi-
nation result (control flag) Sd based on Dvh and Dcv is
in the permission state (Sd = 1).
[0147] The computation of the determination result
(control flag) Sd based on Dvh and Dcv (processing of
steps 108, 109, and 110) will now be described in detail
with reference to FIG. 13. As shown in FIG. 13, in a turning
direction determination computation block B19, the turn-
ing direction Dvh of the vehicle is judged on the basis of
the actual turning state quantity Ta.
[0148] Specifically, when the absolute value of the ac-
tual turning state quantity Ta is less than a predetermined
value Ts, the vehicle is judged to be in a "straight
traveling" state. When the absolute value of the actual
turning state quantity Ta is equal to or greater than the
predetermined value Ts, the vehicle is judged to be turn-
ing. In this case, a determination as to whether the turning
is "leftward turning" or "rightward turning" is made on the
basis of the sign of the actual turning state quantity Ta
at that time. That is, data representing one of the "straight
traveling," "leftward turning," and "rightward turning" is
computed as the turning direction Dvh.
[0149] In a curve direction determination block B20,
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the curve direction Dcv in relation to the traveling direction
of the vehicle is judged on the basis of the curve infor-
mation Rc, Pc, and the vehicle position Pvh. Specifically,
when the curve curvature radius Rvh at the vehicle po-
sition Pvh is greater than a predetermined value Rvs, the
curve direction Dcv is judged to be "straight." When the
curve curvature radius Rvh is equal to or less than the
predetermined value Rvs, the curve direction Dcv is
judged to be "leftward curve" or "rightward curve" de-
pending on the direction of the curve curvature radius
Rvh. That is, data representing one of "straight," "leftward
curve," and "rightward curve" is computed as the curve
direction Dcv.
[0150] In an execution judgment computation block
B21, when the turning direction Dvh and the curve direc-
tion Dcv coincide with each other, the determination re-
sult (control flag) Sd is set to the permission state (Sd =
1); and, when the turning direction Dvh and the curve
direction Dcv do not coincide with each other, the deter-
mination result (control flag) Sd is set to the prohibition
state (Sd = 0). This determination is based on the thought
"that, when the turning direction Dvh and the curve di-
rection Dcv coincide with each other, the reliability of the
curve information is high; and, when the turning direction
Dvh and the curve direction Dcv do not coincide with
each other, the reliability of the curve information is low."
[0151] Referring back to FIG. 10, when the result of
the determination in step 110 is "NO" (Dvh and Dcv do
not coincide), the present routine is ended immediately.
Meanwhile, when the result of the determination in step
110 is "Yes" (Dvh and Dcv coincide), in step 111, a cal-
culative turning index Se is computed, and, in step 112
subsequent thereto, an actual turning index Sa is com-
puted. In step 113 subsequent thereto, the result Sh of
comparison between Se and Sa is computed. Subse-
quently, in step 114, a determination is made as to wheth-
er or not the determination result (control flag) Sm based
on Sh is in the permission state (Sm = 1).
[0152] The computation of the determination result
(control flag) Sm based on Sh (processing of steps 111,
112, 113, and 114) will now be described in detail with
reference to FIG. 14. As shown in FIG. 14, in a curve
curvature radius computation block B22, the curvature
radius Rvh of the curve at the vehicle position Pvh is
computed.
[0153] Specifically, first, the relation (curvature radius
computation characteristic) Rch between the position Pc
within the curve and the curvature radius Rc is computed
on the basis of the curve information Rc, Pc. The curva-
ture radius computation characteristic Rch can be esti-
mated on the basis of a curve obtained by geometrically
and smoothly connecting the positions of a plurality of
points (nodes) on a road, which are stored in advance
(see, for example, Japanese Patent No. 3378490). Al-
ternatively, the curvature radius computation character-
istic Rch can be stored in the map information database
by use of a function representing a transition curve (e.g.,
clothoid curve) and parameters or the like.

[0154] The curve curvature radius Rvh at the vehicle
position Pvh is computed on the basis of the curvature
radius computation characteristic Rch. That is, by means
of inputting the vehicle position Pvh to the curvature ra-
dius computation characteristic Rch defined by the rela-
tion between position and curvature radius, the curve cur-
vature radius Rvh at the vehicle position Pvh is computed.
[0155] In a calculative turning state quantity computa-
tion block B23, a calculative turning state quantity Te is
computed on the basis of the computed curvature radius
Rvh. The following state quantities can be computed as
the calculative turning state quantity Te. Calculative lat-
eral acceleration Gye = Vx2/Rvh Calculative yaw rate Yre
= Vx/Rvh Calculative steering angle δfe =
[L·(1+Kh·Vx2)]/Rvh Calculative steering wheel angle
θswe = [SG·L·(1+Kh·Vx2)]/Rvh Calculative wheel speed
difference ΔVwe = (Tr·Vx)/Rvh Calculative heading angle
Yae (the tangential direction of the curve at the vehicle
position Pvh in relation to the direction of the straight
section before the curve entrance)
Here, Kh is a stability factor, L is the wheel base of the
vehicle, Tr is the tread of the vehicle, and SG is the steer-
ing gear ratio of the vehicle.
[0156] In a calculative turning index computation block
B24, the calculative turning index Se is computed on the
basis of the calculative turning state quantity Te. The
curve curvature radius Rvh computed as described
above can be used as is as the calculative turning index
Se. Moreover, two or more of different calculative turning
indices Se computed on the basis of the above-described
different calculative turning state quantities may be com-
bined so as to compute the calculative turning index Se.
[0157] In an actual turning index computation block
B25, the actual turning index Sa is computed on the basis
of the actual turning state quantity Ta. Physical quantities
(state quantities) which are identical to each other (in
terms of dimension) are computed as the actual turning
index Sa and the calculative turning index Se. For exam-
ple, in the case where the calculative turning index Se is
the curve curvature radius Rvh, the curve curvature ra-
dius Rta is computed on the basis of the actual turning
state quantity Ta as the actual turning index Sa corre-
sponding to the calculative turning index Se. Rta may be
obtained by any of the following computations. 
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Here, Kh is a stability factor, L is the wheel base of the
vehicle, and SG is the steering gear ratio of the vehicle.
[0158] In a comparison computation block B26, the cal-
culative turning index Se and the actual turning index Sa
are compared. The absolute value of the deviation (turn-
ing index deviation) between the actual turning index Sa
and the calculative turning index Se can be used as the
comparison result Sh.
[0159] In an execution judgment computation block
B27, the determination result (control flag) Sm is com-
puted on the basis of the turning index deviation Sh.
When the turning index deviation Sh is equal to or less
than a predetermined value Sh1, the determination result
(control flag) Sm is set to the permission state (Sm = 1).
Meanwhile, when the deviation Sh is greater than the
predetermined value Sh1, the determination result (con-
trol flag) is set to the prohibition state (Sm = 0). This
determination computation is based on the thought "that,
when the calculative turning index Se computed on the
basis of the map information substantially coincides with
the actually detected actual turning index Sa (Sh ≤ Sh1),
the reliability of the curve information is high, and, when
the difference between Se and Sa is large (Sh > Sh1),
the reliability of the curve information is low."
[0160] The determination as to whether execution of
the deceleration control is to be permitted or prohibited
can be performed on the basis of a change in the devi-
ation Sh from a point in time when the vehicle has entered
the curve to a point in time at which a vehicle turning
value Tvh (or the actual turning index Sa or the calculative
turning index Se) computed on the basis of at least one
of the curve information Rc, Pc and the actual turning
state quantity Ta reaches a predetermined value Ths.
Furthermore, when a state in which the turning index de-
viation Sh is equal to or less than the predetermined value
Sh1 continues over a predetermined range Hn1 (a pre-
determined distance Ls1 or a predetermined time Ts1),
the determination result can be set to the permission state
(Sm = 1). This operation enables stable determination
as to whether the deceleration control is to be permitted
or prohibited, while eliminating influences of noise and
the like.
[0161] The determination as to whether the decelera-
tion control is to be permitted or prohibited is continued
after the deceleration control is started. In the case where
the turning index deviation Sh becomes larger than a
predetermined value Sh2 during execution of the decel-
eration control, the determination result can be changed
from the permission state (Sm = 1) to the prohibition state
(Sm = 0). Furthermore, in the case where a state in which
the turning index deviation Sh is greater than the prede-
termined value Sh2 continues over a predetermined
range Hn2 (a predetermined distance Ls2 or a predeter-
mined time Ts2) during execution of the vehicle speed
control, the determination result can be changed from
the permission state (Sm = 1) to the prohibition state (Sm
= 0). As a result, the deceleration control which is being
executed can be stopped. Here, a relation Sh1 < Sh2

exists between the predetermined value Sh1 and the pre-
determined value Sh2. By virtue of this relation, it is pos-
sible to prevent occurrence of hunting of the determina-
tion result (control flag) Sm as to whether to permit or
prohibit execution of the deceleration control.
[0162] Referring back to FIG. 10, when the result of
the determination in step 114 is "NO" (Sh > Sh1), the
present routine is ended immediately. Meanwhile, when
the result of the determination in step 114 is "Yes" (Sh ≤
Sh1), in step 115, the final determination result (control
flag Sfin) of the execution judgment means A9 (see FIG.
4) is changed from the prohibition state (Sfin = 0) to the
permission state (Sfin = 1) in order to permit the start of
execution of the deceleration control.
[0163] Notably, the heading angle Ya, the steering
characteristic value Sch, the actual turning state quantity
Ta, the turning direction Dvh, the curve direction Dcv,
and the actual turning index Sa in the processing shown
in FIG. 10 will be referred to as a determination state
quantity (a state quantity used for the determination as
to whether execution of the deceleration control is to be
permitted or prohibited).
[0164] The predetermined values Ya1, Sc1, Ta1, Ts,
Rvs, and Ths can be set to those values corresponding
to the state of a curve under consideration or the turning
state of the vehicle at the time when the vehicle travels
along a portion of the curve between the entrance thereof
and the center point of the approaching transition curve
section (approaching clothoid curve section) thereof.
Therefore, the determination as to whether execution of
the deceleration control is to be permitted or prohibited
can be completed in the first half of the approaching tran-
sition curve section of the curve under consideration.
When execution of the deceleration control is permitted
(e.g., Sfin = 1), the vehicle speed control for decelerating
the vehicle can be started in the second half of the ap-
proaching transition curve section of the same curve.
[0165] As described above, in the example processing
shown in FIG. 10, in the case where the control flag Sfin
is in the prohibition state (Sfin = 0), the control flag Sfin
is changed to the permission state (Sfin = 1) only when
all the five determination results; i.e., the determination
result (control flag Sy) based on Ya, the determination
result (control flag So) based on Sch, the determination
result (control flag Ss) based on Ta, the determination
result (control flag Sd) based on Dvh, Dcv, and the de-
termination result (control flag Sm) based on Sh, become
the permission state (control flag = 1).
[0166] The processing shown in FIG. 10 may be mod-
ified in such a manner that, in the case where the control
flag Sfin is in the prohibition state (Sfin = 0), the control
flag Sfin is changed to the permission state (Sfin = 1)
when any one of the five determination results becomes
the permission state (Sfin = 1), or when arbitrary two to
four determination results become the permission state
(control flag = 1).
[0167] FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing example
processing for the case where the control flag Sfin is
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changed from the permission state (Sfin = 1) to the pro-
hibition state (Sfin = 0). Notably, the "prohibition state"
corresponds to the "disabled state," and the "permission
state" corresponds to the " enabled state." A routine cor-
responding to this flowchart is also repeatedly executed
at predetermined intervals (e.g., 6 msec), like the routine
shown in FIG. 10.
[0168] The routine of FIG. 15 is obtained by replacing
the steps 101, 103, 105, 107, 110, 114, and 115 of the
routine of FIG. 10 with steps 201, 203, 205, 207, 210,
214, and 215, respectively. In the following, only the steps
of the routine of FIG. 15 which differ from the correspond-
ing steps of FIG. 10 will be described.
[0169] In step 201, a determination is made as to
whether or not execution of the deceleration control is
permitted (Sfin = 1). When the result of the determination
is "No," the present routine is ended immediately. When
the execution of the deceleration control is permitted (Sfin
= 1), the result of the determination in step 201 is "Yes,"
and processing of step 102 and subsequent steps is per-
formed.
[0170] In step 203, a determination is made as to
whether or not the determination result (control flag) Sy
based on Ya is in the prohibition state (Sy = 0) (whether
or not the relation Ya ≥ Ya2 is satisfied). When the result
of the determination is "Yes," processing of step 215 is
performed. When the result of the determination is "No,"
processing of step 104 and subsequent steps is per-
formed.
[0171] In step 205, a determination is made as to
whether or not the determination result (control flag) So
based on Sch is in the prohibition state (So = 0) (whether
or not the relation Sch ≤ Sc0 is satisfied). When the result
of the determination is "Yes," processing of step 215 is
performed. When the result of the determination is "No,"
processing of step 106 and subsequent steps is per-
formed.
[0172] In step 207, a determination is made as to
whether or not the determination result (control flag) Ss
based on Ta is in the prohibition state (Ss = 0) (whether
or not the relation Ta ≤ Ta0 is satisfied). When the result
of the determination is "Yes," processing of step 215 is
performed. When the result of the determination is "No,"
processing of step 108 and subsequent steps is per-
formed.
[0173] In step 210, a determination is made as to
whether or not the determination result (control flag) Sd
based on Dvh and Dcv is in the prohibition state (Sd =
0) (whether or not Dvh and Dcv differ from each other).
When the result of the determination is "Yes," processing
of step 215 is performed. When the result of the deter-
mination is "No," processing of step 111 and subsequent
steps is performed.
[0174] In step 214, a determination is made as to
whether or not the determination result (control flag) Sm
based on Sh is in the prohibition state (Sm = 0) (whether
or not the relation Sh ≥ Sh2 is satisfied). When the result
of the determination is "Yes," processing of step 215 is

performed. When the result of the determination is "No,"
the present routine is ended.
[0175] In step 215, in order to prohibit the deceleration
control which is currently executed, the final determina-
tion result (control flag Sfin) of the execution judgment
means A9 (see FIG. 4) is changed from the permission
state (Sfin = 1) to the prohibition state (Sfin = 0).
[0176] As described above, in the example processing
shown in FIG. 15, in the case where the control flag Sfin
is in the permission state (Sfin = 1), the control flag Sfin
is changed to the prohibition state (Sfin = 0) when any
one of the five determination results; i.e., the determina-
tion result (control flag Sy) based on Ya, the determina-
tion result (control flag So) based on Sch, the determi-
nation result (control flag Ss) based on Ta, the determi-
nation result (control flag Sd) based on Dvh, Dcv, and
the determination result (control flag Sm) based on Sh,
becomes the prohibition state (control flag = 0).
[0177] The processing shown in FIG. 15 may be mod-
ified in such a manner that, in the case where the control
flag Sfin is in the permission state (Sfin = 1), the control
flag Sfin is changed to the prohibition state (Sfin = 0),
when arbitrary two or more of the five determination re-
sults become the prohibition state (control flag = 0).
[0178] As described above, the accuracy in determin-
ing whether execution of the deceleration control is to be
permitted or prohibited can be improved by means of
computing the final determination result (control flag Sfin)
of the execution judgment means A9 (see FIG. 4) on the
basis of the plurality of determination computation results
(Sy, So, Ss, Sd, and Sm) corresponding to a plurality of
determination state quantities (Ya, Sch, Ta, Dvh, Dcv,
and Sa) computed on the basis of the actual turning state
quantity Ta.
[0179] In the execution start permission determination
(see FIG. 10) and the executed control prohibition deter-
mination (see FIG. 15), there are provided five determi-
nation computations; i.e., determination computation
based on Ya, determination computation based on Sch,
determination computation based on Ta, determination
computation based on Dvh and Dcv, and determination
computation based on Sh, and computation necessary
for these determination computations (e.g., step 102 nec-
essary for the determination computation based on Ya).
However, at least one of these determination computa-
tions can be omitted. That is, at least one of the five de-
termination computations may be provided so as to per-
form the execution start permission determination and
the executed control prohibition determination.
[0180] In the execution start permission determination,
any one of the determination computation based on Ya,
the determination computation based on Sch, the deter-
mination computation based on Ta, the determination
computation based on Dvh and Dcv, and the determina-
tion computation based on Sh corresponds to the "first
execution judgment means." Another one of the deter-
mination computations which differs from the first execu-
tion judgment means corresponds to the "second exe-
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cution judgment means different from the first execution
judgment means."
[0181] Furthermore, in the above-described first em-
bodiment, the target vehicle speed Vt computed in the
target vehicle speed computation means A3 shown in
FIG. 4 (specifically, the block B3 shown in FIG. 5) can
be adjusted to increase on the basis of an accelerating
operation amount Ap (an amount by which the driver op-
erates the accelerating operation member AP.
[0182] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 16, in a correction
vehicle speed computation block B28, a correction vehi-
cle speed Vz is computed on the basis of the accelerating
operation amount Ap. The correction vehicle speed Vz
is computed such that the correction vehicle speed Vz is
maintained at "0" when Ap is equal to or less than Ap1
(predetermined value), and the correction vehicle speed
Vz increases from "0" as Ap increases from Ap1. Fur-
thermore, an upper limit Vz1 may be provided for the
correction vehicle speed Vz so that, when Ap is equal to
or greater than Ap2 (predetermined value), Vz is main-
tained at Vz1 (predetermined value).
[0183] In an adjustment computation (increasing com-
putation) block B29, the correction vehicle speed Vz is
added to the target vehicle speed Vt computed in the
block B3 shown in FIG. 5, whereby an adjusted target
vehicle speed Vt (= Vt + Vz) is computed. This adjusted
target vehicle speed Vt is output to the deceleration con-
trol target value computation means A4 (see FIG. 4). As
described above, the driver’s will of accelerating the-ve-
hicle can be reflected on the deceleration control by
means of computing the correction vehicle speed Vz on
the basis of the accelerating operation amount Ap, and
adjusting the target vehicle speed Vt to increase by the
correction vehicle speed Vz. Moreover, through provision
of the upper limit Vz1 for the correction vehicle speed Vz,
unnecessary acceleration of the vehicle can be sup-
pressed.
[0184] A specific example of the processing associat-
ed with the computation of the heading angle in the head-
ing angle computation block B14 shown in FIG. 11 will
now be additionally described with reference to the flow-
chart shown in FIG. 17.
[0185] In step 301, there is set a cumulation start point
Psk, at which integral computation for obtaining the head-
ing angle Ya is started. The point Psk is a point shifted
from the curve entrance Ci toward the vehicle (near side)
by a predetermined distance (predetermined value) Lsk.
The point Psk is judged on the basis of the position of
the curve entrance Ci stored in the storage section MAP
(or computed on the basis of the information stored in
the storage section MAP). Further, the position of the
point Psk can be stored in the storage section MAP in
advance. The point Psk may coincide with the curve en-
trance Ci (that is, Lsk = 0).
[0186] In step 302, there is set a cumulation end point
Psl, at which the integral computation is ended. The point
Psl is a point shifted from the curve exit Cd toward the
vehicle (near side) by a predetermined distance (prede-

termined value) Lsl. The point Psl is judged on the basis
of the position of the curve exit Cd stored in the storage
section MAP (or computed on the basis of the information
stored in the storage section MAP). Further, the position
of the point Psl can be stored in the storage section MAP
in advance. The point Psl may coincide with the curve
exit Cd (that is, Lsl = 0). In the case where two curves
are present continuously, a cumulation end point Psl1
corresponding to a curve closest to the vehicle (herein-
after referred to as the "first curve") coincides with or is
located on the near side (side toward the vehicle) of a
cumulation start point Psk2 corresponding to a curve sec-
ond closest to the vehicle (hereinafter referred to as the
"second curve").
[0187] In step 303, a determination is made as to
whether or not the integral computation for obtaining the
heading angle Ya is being executed. In the case where
the integral computation for obtaining the heading angle
Ya has been started, and an affirmative determination
(YES) is made in step 303, the computation processing
proceeds to step 305. In the case where the integral com-
putation for obtaining the heading angle Ya has not yet
been started, and a denial determination (NO) is made
in step 303, the computation processing proceeds to step
304.
[0188] In step 304, a determination is made as to
whether or not the vehicle has passed through the point
Psk. In the case where the vehicle has not yet reached
the point Psk, a denial determination is made in step 304,
and the computation of the heading angle is not per-
formed. Meanwhile, in the case where the vehicle has
reached or passed through the point Psk, an affirmative
determination is made in step 304, and the computation
processing proceeds to step 305.
[0189] In step 305, a determination is made as to
whether or not the vehicle has passed through the point
Psl. In the case where the vehicle has reached or passed
through the point Psl, an affirmative determination is
made in step 305, and the computation processing pro-
ceeds to step 309. In step 309, the heading angle com-
putation (cumulation) is ended, and the heading angle
Ya is reset to "0." Meanwhile, in the case where the ve-
hicle has not yet reached the point Psl, a denial determi-
nation is made in step 305, and the computation process-
ing proceeds to step 306.
[0190] In step 306, a determination is made as to
whether or not the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g.,
steering wheel angle θsw, front wheel steering angle δf)
is within a predetermined range (the absolute value |Ta|
of Ta is equal to or less than a predetermined value Tsk).
In the case where the actual turning state quantity Ta
falls within the range of the predetermined value Tsk (|Ta|
≤ Tsk), an affirmative determination is made in step 306,
and the computation processing proceeds to step 307.
In the case where the actual turning state quantity Ta
falls outside the range of the predetermined value Tsk
(|Ta| > Tsk), a denial determination is made in step 306,
and the computation processing proceeds to step 308.
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[0191] In step 307, processing for resetting the heading
angle Ya is performed. In the reset processing, the head-
ing angle Ya (cumulative value) is reset to "0." In step
308, integral computation (cumulation) processing for
computing the heading angle Ya is executed.
[0192] Notably, in the above-described computation of
the heading angle, when the actual turning state quantity
Ta falls within the predetermined range, the heading an-
gle Ya is reset, provided that the vehicle has passed
through the point Psk but has not yet passed through the
point Psl. However, the above-described computation of
the heading angle may be modified such that, irrespec-
tive of whether or not the vehicle has passed through the
points Psk, Psl, the heading angle Ya is always reset
when the actual turning state quantity Ta falls within the
predetermined range.
[0193] An error is contained in the position of the curve
entrance Ci judged on the basis of the information stored
in the storage section MAP. Similarly, an error is con-
tained in the vehicle position Pvh obtained by use of the
global positioning system GPS or the like. In the above-
described computation of the heading angle, the integral
computation for obtaining the heading angle Ya is started
from a point shifted toward the vehicle from the curve
entrance Ci by the predetermined value (predetermined
distance) Lsk. Therefore, these errors can be compen-
sated. A value which can absorb these errors is used as
the predetermined value Lsk. Specifically, Lsk can be set
on the basis of at least one of the accuracy of the storage
section MAP and the performance of the GPS.
[0194] Notably, the near side (vehicle side) of the curve
entrance Ci is a straight section, and the integral com-
putation for obtaining the heading angle Ya is started on
the near side of the curve entrance Ci (on the side toward
the vehicle). Therefore, in the section extending to the
curve entrance Ci, the heading angle Ya is computed to
be approximately zero.
[0195] Furthermore, in the above-described computa-
tion of the heading angle, when the actual turning state
quantity Ta (e.g., steering angle Str (generic term for θsw
and δf)) falls within the predetermined range (that is, Ta
falls within a range corresponding to straight travelling),
the value of the heading angle Ya is reset to "0." The
heading angle Ya is also generated when a lane changing
or the like is performed during straight travelling. How-
ever, since Ta returns to "0" after completion of the lane
changing, the heading angle Ya is reset. By virtue of this
operation, entry of the vehicle into a curve can be judged
without fail.
[0196] The action and effects of the above-described
heading angle computation will now be described with
reference to FIGS. 18 and 19.
[0197] First, the case of a single curve (the case where
only one curve is present) will be described with reference
to FIG. 18. At a vehicle position (1), a curve ahead of the
vehicle is recognized. The start point Psk of the heading
angle computation is set at a point shifted toward the
near side (side toward the vehicle) from the curve en-

trance Ci by the predetermined value Lsk. Also, the end
point Psl of the heading angle computation is set at a
point shifted toward the near side from the curve exit Cd
by the predetermined value Lsl (or a point shifted toward
the far side (side away from the vehicle) from the end
point Ce of the constant curvature radius section by a
predetermined distance Lsm).
[0198] When the vehicle reaches (or passes through)
the cumulation start point Psk, the computation (cumu-
lation computation) of the heading angle Ya is started.
The heading angle Ya is an angle between the direction
of the straight section Zst and the traveling direction of
the vehicle. Since the section between the point Psk and
the curve entrance Ci is straight, the heading angle Ya
is computed to be approximately "0."
[0199] Although the Ya computation is started after the
vehicle has passed through the curve entrance Ci, when
the actual turning state quantity Ta falls within the pre-
determined range (when the absolute value of Ta is equal
to or less than the predetermined value Tsk), the heading
angle Ya is reset to "0" at the computation intervals of
the routine shown in FIG. 17. When the vehicle enters
an approaching transition curve section Zci, the heading
angle Ya increases gradually from "0 (corresponding to
traveling within a straight section)." When the heading
angle Ya becomes equal to or greater than the predeter-
mined value Ya1 at a vehicle position (2), the determi-
nation result Sy is switched from the prohibition state
(state in which the deceleration control is disabled) to the
permission state (state in which the deceleration control
is enabled). The heading angle computation is ended
when the vehicle travels further and reaches the cumu-
lation end point Psl. The determination result Sy is
switched from the permission state (enabled state) to the
prohibition state (disabled state) when the heading angle
Ya becomes equal to or greater than the predetermined
value Ya2 or when the heading angle computation is end-
ed.
[0200] As described above, the cumulation computa-
tion of the heading angle is started at a point shifted to-
ward the near side from the curve entrance Ci (by the
distance Lsk). Therefore, the errors of the storage section
MAP and the GPS can be compensated. In addition, the
heading angle Ya is reset on the basis of the actual turn-
ing state quantity Ta. Therefore, even when lane chang-
ing or staggering within a lane occurs, entry of the vehicle
into a curve can be judged without fail.
[0201] Next, the case where a plurality of curves are
present continuously (in the case were two curves are
connected without interposition of a straight section ther-
ebetween) will be described with reference to FIG. 19.
This is called an S-shaped curve. In this example, a de-
parting transition curve section Zcj of a first curve (a curve
closest to the vehicle) and an approaching transition
curve section Zci of a second curve (a curve located
ahead of the vehicle and second closest to the vehicle)
are connected together at a point Ci. That is, the exit of
a curve including a portion having a constant curvature
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radius Rn coincides with the entrance of a curve including
a portion having a constant curvature radius Rm. In the
S-shaped curve, the direction of the vehicle at the point
Ci where the sections Zcj and Zci are connected together
corresponds to the direction of a straight section. The
following description is made under the assumption that
the vehicle is traveling at a position (3) and deceleration
control is performed in the curve (second curve) including
the portion having the constant curvature radius Rm.
[0202] After the vehicle has passed through the point
Psl1, the computation of Ya is temporarily ended. When
the vehicle has passed through the point Psk2 corre-
sponding to the second curve, the Ya computation is
started. The point Psk2 is set at a point shifted toward
the vehicle side from the curve entrance Ci by a prede-
termined value Lsk. The point Psk2 is set within the de-
parting transition curve section Zcj of the first curve.
Therefore, the heading angle Ya is computed; however,
since the actual turning state quantity Ta falls with the
predetermined range (Ta < Tsk), Ya is reset to zero at
the computation intervals.
[0203] When the vehicle has passed through the point
Psk2 and the actual turning state quantity Ta falls outside
the predetermined range (Ta ≥ Tsk), the heading angle
Ya is gradually increased from zero. When the heading
angle Ya becomes equal to or greater than the predeter-
mined value Ya1 at a vehicle position (4), the determi-
nation result Sy is switched from the prohibition state
(disabled state) to the permission state (enabled state).
Subsequently, the determination result Sy is switched
from the permission state to the prohibition state when
the heading angle Ya becomes equal to or greater than
the predetermined value Ya2 or when the vehicle passes
through the point Psl2 and the heading angle computa-
tion is ended.
[0204] As described above, the heading angle Ya is
reset on the basis of the actual turning state quantity Ta.
Therefore, even in the case where the point Psk is set
within a transition curve section (corresponding to the
first curve), entry of the vehicle into a curve (second
curve) can be judged without fail.
[0205] In the above-described example, the computa-
tion of the heading angle Ya is performed on the basis
of the actual yaw rate Yr. In place of the actual yaw rate
Yr, a calculative yaw rate Yre computed from any other
state quantity (e.g., steering angle Str) may be used. No-
tably, the steering wheel angle θsw detected by the steer-
ing wheel angle sensor SA and the steering angle δf of
the steerable wheels (front wheels) detected by the front
wheel steering angle sensor FS are collectively referred
to as the steering angle Str.
[0206] The calculative yaw rate Yre1 (first calculative
yaw rate) can be computed on the basis of a speed dif-
ference ΔVw between the left and right wheels. The cal-
culative yaw rate Yre2 (second calculative yaw rate) can
be computed on the basis of the steering angle. The cal-
culative yaw rate Yre3 (third calculative yaw rate) can be
computed on the basis of the actual lateral acceleration

Gy. That is, the heading angle Ya can be computed by
means of cumulating one of the speed difference ΔVw
between the left and right wheels, the steering angle Str,
and the actual lateral acceleration Gy. Alternatively, the
heading angle Ya may be computed by combining two
or more of the actual yaw rate Yr and the calculative yaw
rates Yre1, Yre2, and Yre3.

(Second embodiment)

[0207] Next, a traveling control apparatus and a curve
information reliability evaluation apparatus according to
a second embodiment of the present invention (herein-
after may be referred to as the "present apparatus") will
be described. Since the mechanical configuration of the
second embodiment is identical with that of the first em-
bodiment, its detailed description is omitted here.

(Outline of evaluation of the reliability of the curve infor-
mation by the present apparatus)

[0208] Hereinafter, a method for computing the relia-
bility Sq of the curve information by the present apparatus
will be described with reference to FIG. 20.
[0209] First, curve information acquisition means C1
acquires information Rc, Pc (a position Pc and a curve
curvature radius Rc at that position) of a curve ahead of
the vehicle. The curve information Rc, Pc is stored in the
map information database of the storage section MAP.
The curve information includes pieces of information
each representing a position Pc (e.g., information of lat-
itude and longitude) and the curvature radius Rc of the
curve at that position Pc. That is, the position Pc and the
curvature radius Rc are stored in a pair. Alternatively, the
position Pc and the curvature radius Rc may be stored
in the above-mentioned database in a form (e.g., a com-
putation expression and coefficient) which enables com-
putation of the position Pc and the curvature radius Rc.
[0210] Vehicle position acquisition means C2 acquires
the present position Pvh of the vehicle. The vehicle po-
sition Pvh is detected by use of the global positioning
system GPS.
[0211] Calculative turning index computation means
C3 calculates a calculative turning index Se at the vehicle
position Pvh of the curve through which the vehicle is
traveling, on the basis of the curve information Rc, Pc
and the vehicle position Pvh. This calculative turning in-
dex Se is an index which is calculated on the basis of the
vehicle position Pvh and the curve information Rc, Pc
and which represents the degree of turning of the vehicle.
[0212] FIG. 21 shows examples of the calculative turn-
ing index Se. As shown in FIG. 21, the curvature radius
Rvh at the present vehicle position Pvh can be used as
is as the calculative turning index Se. The curvature ra-
dius Rvh can be computed by inputting the vehicle posi-
tion Pvh into a relation Rch (to be described later) be-
tween position and curve curvature radius within a curve
under consideration.
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[0213] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 21, it is possible
to compute at least one of the calculative lateral accel-
eration Gye, the calculative yaw rate Yre, the calculative
front wheel steering angle δfe, the calculative steering
wheel angle θswe, the calculative wheel speed difference
ΔVwe between the left and right wheels, and the calcu-
lative heading angle Yae on the basis of the curvature
radius Rvh at the present vehicle position Pvh, and to
use it as the calculative turning index Se. Alternatively,
a value computed through a combined use of two ore
more (two types or more) of these values may be used
as the calculative turning index Se.
[0214] Actual turning state quantity acquisition means
C4 acquires the actual turning state quantity Ta (a value
representing the actual turning state) of the vehicle. At
least one of actual lateral acceleration Gya, actual yaw
rate Yra, actual front wheel steering angle δfa, actual
steering wheel angle θswa, actual wheel speed differ-
ence ΔVwa between the left and right wheels, and actual
heading angle Yaa is obtained (detected or computed)
as the actual turning state quantity Ta.
[0215] Actual turning index computation means C5
computes an actual turning index Sa on the basis of the
actual turning state quantity Ta. The actual turning index
Sa is an index representing the degree of actual turning
of the vehicle. As shown in FIG. 21, at least one of the
actual lateral acceleration Gya, the actual yaw rate Yra,
the actual front wheel steering angle δfa, the actual steer-
ing wheel angle θswa, the actual wheel speed difference
ΔVwa between the left and right wheels, and the actual
heading angle Yaa, each of which is the actual turning
state quantity Ta, can be used as the actual turning index
Sa. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 21, the curvature ra-
dius Rta of the curve computed by use of these actual
turning state quantities Ta can be used as the actual turn-
ing index Sa. Alternatively, a value computed through a
combined use of two ore more (two types or more) of
these values may be used as the actual turning index Sa.
[0216] Notably, in the case where a value computed
through a combined use of two or more (two types or
more) values is used as the turning index Se, Sa as de-
scribed above, the redundancy of evaluation of the reli-
ability of the curve information can be secured.
[0217] Comparison means C6 compares the calcula-
tive turning index Se and the actual turning index Sa.
Specifically, the deviation Sh between the turning indices
(the absolute value |Sa - Se| of the deviation between
the actual turning index Sa and the calculative turning
index Se) is computed.
[0218] Reliability computation means C7 computes a
reliability Sq which represents the evaluated reliability of
the obtained curve information Rc, Pc. When the turning
index deviation Sh (= |Sa - Se|) is equal to or less than
a predetermined value S1 and approximately "0," the re-
liability Sq is set to 1, and an evaluation result indicating
that the reliability of the curve information Rc, Pc. is high
is output. As the deviation Sh is increases from the pre-
determined value S1, the reliability Sq is lowered grad-

ually from "1," and an evaluation result indicating that the
reliability of the curve information decreases is output.
When the deviation Sh is equal to or greater than a pre-
determined value S2, the reliability Sq is set to 0, and an
evaluation result indicating that the reliability of the curve
information is very low is output.
[0219] Alternatively, the reliability Sq of the curve in-
formation Rc, Pc may be judged to assume one of two
values; i.e., (Sq = 1) indicating that "the curve information
is reliable," and (Sq = 0) indicating that "the curve infor-
mation is unreliable." In this case, when the turning index
deviation Sh (= |Sa - Sel) is equal to or less than a pre-
determined value S3, the reliability Sq is set to 1, and an
evaluation result indicating that the reliability of the curve
information Rc, Pc is high is output. When the deviation
Sh is greater than the predetermined value S3, the reli-
ability Sq is set to 0, and an evaluation result indicating
that the reliability of the curve information Rc, Pc decreas-
es is output.
[0220] Alternatively, the reliability Sq of the curve in-
formation Rc, Pc may be judged to assume one of a plu-
rality of values or a variable value between 1 indicating
that "the curve information is reliable" and 0 indicating
that "the curve information is unreliable." The output re-
liability Sq can be used for vehicle control and reporting
to a driver, which are performed by making use of the
curve information.
[0221] In the above-described computation, the relia-
bility Sq is computed on the basis of the calculative turn-
ing index Se and the actual turning index Sa, which
change every moment. Alternatively, the reliability Sq
may be computed on the basis of the averages of the
calculative turning index Se and the actual turning index
Sa over a predetermined range (a predetermined time
or a predetermined distance). Alternatively the reliability
Sq may be computed on the basis of a change in the
turning index deviation Sh in a period between a point in
time when the vehicle has passed through the curve start
point Ci and a point in time when the calculative turning
index Se or the actual turning index Sa reaches the pre-
determined value Ths.

(Outline of vehicle speed control within a curve performed 
by the present apparatus)

[0222] Vehicle speed control (in-curve vehicle speed
control) which is executed by the present apparatus in
order to decelerate the vehicle within a curve will be de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 22. In the following de-
scription, means and the like which are identical with or
equivalent to those shown in the above-mentioned draw-
ings are denoted by the same symbols as those used in
the above-mentioned drawings, and description of such
means and the like will not be repeated. For example,
curve information acquisition means C1, vehicle position
acquisition means C2, calculative turning index compu-
tation means C3, actual turning state quantity acquisition
means C4, actual turning index computation means C5,
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and comparison means C6 shown in FIG. 22 are identical
with those shown in FIG. 20.
[0223] First execution judgment means C8 judges, on
the basis of the above-described turning index deviation
Sh, whether or not the in-curve vehicle speed control is
to be executed. A value (vehicle turning value) Tvh which
is computed on the basis of at least one of the curve
information Rc, Pc and the actual turning state quantity
Ta and which represents the turning state of the vehicle
is provided to the first execution judgment means C8.
The determination as to whether execution of the control
is to be permitted or prohibited is made on the basis of
a change in the turning index deviation Sh in a period
between a point in time when the vehicle has entered the
curve (a point in time when the vehicle has passed
through the curve start point Ci) and a point in time when
the vehicle turning value Tvh reaches the previously set
predetermined value Ths.
[0224] Furthermore, the present embodiment may be
modified such that at least one of the actual turning index
Sa and the calculative turning index Se is provided, and
the determination as to whether execution of the control
is to be permitted or prohibited is made on the basis of
a change in the turning index deviation Sh up to a point
time when the actual turning index Sa or the calculative
turning index Se reaches the previously set predeter-
mined value Ths after the vehicle has entered the curve.
[0225] Here, the predetermined value Ths may be a
value corresponding to the turning state of the vehicle
when the vehicle travels within a portion of a curve under
consideration between the entrance thereof and the cent-
er point of an approaching transition curve section (ap-
proaching clothoid curve section) thereof. Alternatively,
the predetermined value Ths may be a value correspond-
ing to a previously set vehicle turning state (e.g., a state
in which a lateral acceleration of 0.3 to 0.4 G acts on the
vehicle).
[0226] As will be described in detail later, in the case
where the turning index deviation Sh changes, without
exceeding the predetermined value Sh1, in the period
between the point in time when the vehicle has entered
the curve and the point in time when the vehicle turning
value Tvh (or the actual turning index Sa or the calculative
turning index Se) computed on the basis of at least one
of the curve information Rc, Pc and the actual turning
state quantity Ta reaches the predetermined value Ths,
the determination result is changed from the prohibition
state (initial state, So = 0) to the permission state (So =
1). Meanwhile, in the case where the deviation Sh ex-
ceeds the predetermined value Sh1 within the above-
described period, the determination result is maintained
in the prohibition state (So = 0). Here, So is a control flag
which represents prohibition/permission of execution of
the control; and "0" represents prohibition of execution
of the control, and "1" represents permission of execution
of the control.
[0227] The first execution judgment means C8 can
change the determination result from the prohibition state

(So = 0) to the permission state (So = 1) when a state in
which the turning index deviation Sh is equal to or less
than the predetermined value Sh1 continues over the
predetermined range Hn1 (the predetermined distance
Ls1 or the predetermined time Ts1) after the vehicle has
entered the curve. This operation enables stable deter-
mination as to whether execution of the control is to be
permitted or prohibited, while eliminating influences of
noise and the like.
[0228] As described above, the determination as to
whether execution of the control is to be permitted or
prohibited is performed by the time when the vehicle turn-
ing value Tvh (or the actual turning index Sa or the cal-
culative turning index Se) computed on the basis of at
least one of the curve information Rc, Pc and the actual
turning state quantity Ta reaches the predetermined val-
ue Ths. Therefore, the determination as to whether ex-
ecution of the control is to be permitted or prohibited can
be completed in the first half of the approaching transition
curve section of the curve under consideration. When
execution of the control is permitted (e.g., Sfin = 1), the
vehicle speed control for decelerating the vehicle can be
started in the second half of the approaching transition
curve section of the same curve.
[0229] Moreover, even after vehicle speed control
means C11 (to be described later) starts the vehicle
speed control, the first execution judgment means C8
continues the computation of the deviation Sh. As a re-
sult, when the deviation Sh becomes greater than the
predetermined value Sh2, the determination result is
changed from the permission state (So = 1) to the prohi-
bition state (So = 0) in order to stop the vehicle speed
control which is currently executed. Here, when a state
in which the turning index deviation Sh is greater than
the predetermined value Sh2 continues over the prede-
termined range Hn2 (the predetermined distance Ls2 or
the predetermined time Ts2), the determination result
can be changed from the permission state (So = 1) to the
prohibition state (So = 0). Notably, a relation Sh1 < Sh2
exists between the predetermined values Sh1 and Sh2.
By virtue of this relation in magnitude, it is possible to
prevent occurrence of hunting of the determination result
as to whether execution of the control is to be permitted
or prohibited.
[0230] Target vehicle speed computation means C9
computes the target vehicle speed Vt for stably passing
through the curve under consideration, on the basis of
the curve information Rc, Pc and the vehicle position Pvh.
The details of this computation will be described later.
Vehicle speed acquisition means C10 acquires the actual
vehicle speed Vx of the vehicle.
[0231] Vehicle speed control means C11 considers a
"control start/end condition" and a "control permis-
sion/prohibition condition." The determination as to
whether or not the in-curve vehicle speed control is to be
executed is performed in accordance with the "control
start/end condition." Specifically, the acquired vehicle
speed Vx and the target vehicle speed Vt are compared,
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and the control start condition is satisfied when the actual
vehicle speed Vx exceeds the target vehicle speed Vt.
The control end condition is satisfied when the actual
vehicle speed Vx becomes lower than the target vehicle
speed Vt.
[0232] Meanwhile, the determination as to whether or
not execution of the vehicle speed control is to be per-
mitted is performed in accordance with the "control per-
mission/prohibition condition." Specifically, the determi-
nation as to whether execution of the vehicle speed con-
trol is to be permitted or prohibited is performed on the
basis of the determination result (control flag So) of the
first execution judgment means C8. Furthermore, the de-
termination as to whether execution of the vehicle speed
control is to be permitted or prohibited is performed on
the basis of the combination of this control flag So and
control flags Sr and Ss to be described later.
[0233] When execution of the control is permitted by
the first execution judgment means C8 (So = 1) and the
control start condition is satisfied (Vx > Vt), the in-curve
vehicle speed control is actually started by the vehicle
speed control means C11. Meanwhile, when execution
of the control is prohibited by the first execution judgment
means C8 (So = 0) or the control start condition is not
satisfied (Vx ≤ Vt), the in-curve vehicle speed control is
not started actually.
[0234] Within the approaching transition curve section
Zci of the curve under consideration, in addition to per-
forming the determination as to whether execution of the
vehicle speed control is to be permitted or prohibited as
described above, computation of a road surface friction
coefficient mmax may be performed. The computation of
the road surface friction coefficient mmax is performed
by road surface friction coefficient computation means
C13 on the basis of the self aligning torque Sat acquired
by self aligning torque acquisition means C12. In a proc-
ess in which the lateral forces of the wheels increase,
the self aligning torque Sat also increases. In this proc-
ess, the self aligning torque Sat reaches the maximum
value before the vehicle enters a state in which the lateral
forces become saturated (that is, a turning limit state).
Therefore, the road surface friction coefficient mmax can
be estimated before the turning of the vehicle reaches
the limit. The estimated road surface friction coefficient
mmax is used in computation of the target vehicle speed
Vt and computation in the vehicle speed control means
C11.
[0235] For the detection of the self aligning torque Sat,
one of publicly known methods disclosed in, for example,
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (kokai) Nos.
2008-24073, 2007-245901, 2004-233331, etc. can be
used. Furthermore, for the computation of the road sur-
face friction coefficient mmax based on the self aligning
torque, one of publicly known methods disclosed in, for
example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open
(kokai) No. 2007-245901, etc. can be used.
[0236] In the case where the first execution judgment
means C8 prohibits execution of the control in a certain

curve, the fact that execution of the control is prohibited
can be stored such that it is related to the curve informa-
tion. In this case, it is possible to prevent the vehicle
speed control from being performed when the vehicle
passes through that curve again. As a result, in the case
where a second half portion of a curve has been reno-
vated, the vehicle speed control is prohibited even in a
first half portion of the curve, whereby an unnatural sen-
sation imparted to the driver can be suppressed.

(Details of the determination as to whether execution of 
the control is to be permitted or prohibited through com-
parison between the actual turning index and the calcu-
lative turning index)

[0237] Next, with reference to FIG. 23, there will be
described in detail the determination as to whether exe-
cution of the control is to be permitted or prohibited (set-
ting of the control flag So) through comparison between
the actual turning index and the calculative turning index,
which determination is executed by the present appara-
tus (the first execution judgment means C8 shown in FIG.
22).
[0238] In a curve curvature radius computation block
D1, the curvature radius Rvh of the curve at the vehicle
position Pvh is computed. The vehicle position Pvh is
detected by use of the global positioning system.
[0239] Specifically, first, the relation (curvature radius
computation characteristic) Rch between the position Pc
within the curve and the curvature radius Rc is computed
on the basis of the curve information Rc, Pc. The curva-
ture radius computation characteristic Rch can be esti-
mated on the basis of a curve obtained by geometrically
and smoothly connecting the positions of a plurality of
points (nodes) on a road, which are stored in advance
(see, for example, Japanese Patent No. 3378490). Al-
ternatively, the curvature radius computation character-
istic Rch can be stored in the map information database
by use of a function representing a transition curve (e.g.,
clothoid curve) and parameters or the like.
[0240] The curve curvature radius Rvh at the vehicle
position Pvh is computed on the basis of the curvature
radius computation characteristic Rch. That is, by means
of inputting the vehicle position Pvh to the curvature ra-
dius computation characteristic Rch defined by the rela-
tion between position and curvature radius, the curve cur-
vature radius Rvh at the vehicle position Pvh is computed.
[0241] In a calculative turning state quantity computa-
tion block D2, a calculative turning state quantity Te is
computed on the basis of the computed curvature radius
Rvh. The following state quantities can be computed as
the calculative turning state quantity Te. Calculative lat-
eral acceleration Gye = Vx2/Rvh Calculative yaw rate Yre
= Vx/Rvh Calculative steering angle δfe = [L·(1+Kh
·Vx2)]/Rvh Calculative steering wheel angle θswe =
[SG·L·(1+Kh·Vx2)]/Rvh Calculative wheel speed differ-
ence ΔVwe = (Tr·Vx)/Rvh
Calculative heading angle Yae (the angle of the tangen-
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tial direction of the curve at the vehicle position Pvh in
relation to the direction of the straight section before the
curve entrance)
[0242] Here, Kh is a stability factor, L is the wheel base
of the vehicle, Tr is the tread of the vehicle, and SG is
the steering gear ratio of the vehicle.
[0243] In a calculative turning index computation block
D3, the calculative turning index Se is computed on the
basis of the calculative turning state quantity Te. The
curve curvature radius Rvh computed as described
above can be used as is as the calculative turning index
Se. Moreover, two or more of different calculative turning
indices Se computed on the basis of the above-described
different calculative turning state quantities may be com-
bined so as to compute the calculative turning index Se.
The blocks D1, D2, and D3 correspond to the above-
described calculative turning index computation means
C3.
[0244] In an actual turning index computation block D4,
the actual turning index Sa is computed on the basis of
the actual turning state quantity Ta. Physical quantities
(state quantities) which are identical to each other (in
terms of order) are computed as the actual turning index
Sa and the calculative turning index Se. For example, in
the case where the calculative turning index Se is the
curve curvature radius Rvh, the curve curvature radius
Rta is computed on the basis of the actual turning state
quantity Ta as the actual turning index Sa corresponding
to the calculative turning index Se (as to the details of
computation of Rta, see FIG. 21). The block D4 corre-
sponds to the above-described actual turning index com-
putation means C5.
[0245] In a comparison computation block D5, the cal-
culative turning index Se and the actual turning index Sa
are compared. The absolute value of the deviation (turn-
ing index deviation) between the actual turning index Sa
and the calculative turning index Se can be used as the
comparison result Sh. The block D5 corresponds to the
above-described comparison means C6.
[0246] In a first execution judgment computation block
D6, the determination as to whether or not the vehicle
speed control is to be executed is performed on the basis
of the turning index deviation Sh. When the turning index
deviation Sh is equal to or less than a predetermined
value Sh1, the determination result is set to the permis-
sion state, and the control flag So (= 1) is output. Mean-
while, when the deviation Sh is greater than the prede-
termined value Sh1, the determination result is set to the
prohibition state, and the control flag So (= 0) is output.
[0247] The determination as to whether execution of
the deceleration control is to be permitted or prohibited
can be performed on the basis of a change in the devi-
ation Sh from a point in time when the vehicle has entered
the curve to a point in time at which a vehicle turning
value Tvh (or the actual turning index Sa or the calculative
turning index Se) computed on the basis of at least one
of the curve information Rc, Pc and the actual turning
state quantity Ta reaches a predetermined value Ths.

Furthermore, when a state in which the turning index de-
viation Sh is equal to or less than the predetermined value
Sh1 continues over a predetermined range Hn1 (a pre-
determined distance Ls1 or a predetermined time Ts1),
the determination result can be set to the permission state
(So = 1). This operation enables stable determination as
to whether the deceleration control is to be permitted or
prohibited, while eliminating influences of noise and the
like.
[0248] The determination as to whether the decelera-
tion control is to be permitted or prohibited is continued
even after the vehicle speed control is started by the ve-
hicle speed control means C11. In the case where the
turning index deviation Sh becomes larger than a prede-
termined value Sh2 during execution of the vehicle speed
control, the determination result can be changed from
the permission state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So
= 0). Furthermore, in the case where a state in which the
turning index deviation Sh is greater than the predeter-
mined value Sh2 continues over a predetermined range
Hn2 (a predetermined distance Ls2 or a predetermined
time Ts2) during execution of the vehicle speed control,
the determination result can be changed from the per-
mission state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0).
As a result, the vehicle speed control which is being ex-
ecuted can be stopped. Here, a relation Sh1 < Sh2 exists
between the predetermined value Sh1 and the predeter-
mined value Sh2. By virtue of this relation, it is possible
to prevent occurrence of hunting of the determination re-
sult as to whether to permit or prohibit execution of the
control. The block D6 corresponds to the above-de-
scribed first execution judgment means C8.

(Details of computation of the target vehicle speed)

[0249] Next, the details of the computation of the target
vehicle speed Vt executed by the present apparatus (the
target vehicle speed computation means C9 shown in
FIG. 22) will be described with reference to FIG. 24.
[0250] In a proper vehicle speed computation block D7,
a proper vehicle speed Vqo at which the vehicle can prop-
erly pass through the curve (in particular, the constant
curvature radius section Zit) is computed. Specifically,
the curvature radius Rm of a section of the curve in which
the radius of curvature becomes constant (the constant
curvature radius section Zit) is judged on the basis of the
curve information Rc, Pc. The proper vehicle speed Vqo
is computed on the basis of the curvature radius Rm. The
proper vehicle speed Vqo can also be calculated on the
basis of the minimum curvature radius within the curve.
[0251] The greater the curvature radius Rm, the great-
er the computed value of the proper vehicle speed Vqo.
The proper vehicle speed Vqo is judged so that the ve-
hicle can pass through the curve with a generally constant
lateral acceleration corresponding to the curvature radi-
us.
[0252] Furthermore, the proper vehicle speed Vqo may
be adjusted on the basis of at least one of uphill/downhill
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grade Kud, road width Wrd, front visibility Msk, and ve-
hicle speed Vx. When the uphill/downhill grade Kud in-
dicates that the road is downhill, the proper vehicle speed
Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as compared with the
case where the road is horizontal. When the uphill/down-
hill grade Kud indicates that the road is uphill, the proper
vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value as com-
pared with the case where the road is horizontal. When
the road width Wrd is small, the proper vehicle speed
Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as compared with the
case where the road width Wrd is large. When the road
width Wrd is large, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is ad-
justed to a larger value as compared with the case where
the road width Wrd is small. When the front visibility Msk
is poor, the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a
smaller value as compared with the case where the vis-
ibility Msk is good. When the front visibility Msk is good,
the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value
as compared with the case where the visibility Msk is
poor. When the vehicle speed Vx is high, the proper ve-
hicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a smaller value as com-
pared with the case where the vehicle speed Vx is low.
When the vehicle speed Vx is low, the proper vehicle
speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value as compared with
the case where the vehicle speed Vx is high.
[0253] The proper vehicle speed Vqo may be adjusted
on the basis of road surface friction coefficient mmax.
When the road surface friction coefficient pmax is large,
the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a larger value.
When the road surface friction coefficient mmax is small,
the proper vehicle speed Vqo is adjusted to a smaller
value.
[0254] In a reference point determination computation
block D8, a reference point Pc# for performing the vehicle
speed control is judged. The suffix "#" represents each
reference point. Specifically, "r" represents a decelera-
tion reference point which serves as a reference for de-
celeration control; "a" represents a maintenance refer-
ence point which serves as a reference for vehicle speed
maintenance control; and "s" represents an acceleration
reference point which serves as a reference for acceler-
ation restraining control. A method for determining these
reference points will be described later.
[0255] In a target vehicle speed computation block D9,
the target vehicle speed Vt is computed. A target vehicle
speed computation characteristic Vtch for computing the
target vehicle speed Vt at the vehicle position Pvh is
judged on the basis of the reference point Pc# and the
proper vehicle speed Vqo. Specifically, the target vehicle
speed computation characteristic Vtch is judged by
means of combining a characteristic in which the vehicle
speed decreases at a deceleration Gi (e.g., a previously
set constant) from the curve entrance side to a reference
point Pcr (point A), and the vehicle speed becomes the
proper vehicle speed Vqo at the reference point Pcr (point
A); a characteristic in which the vehicle speed is main-
tained at the proper vehicle speed Vqo from the reference
point Pcr (point A) to a reference point Pca (point B); and

a characteristic in which the vehicle speed becomes the
proper vehicle speed Vqo at the reference point Pca
(point B), and the vehicle speed increases at an accel-
eration Go (e.g., a previously set constant) from the ref-
erence point Pca (point B) to a reference point Pcs (point
C) toward the curve exit.
[0256] At least one of the deceleration Gi and the ac-
celeration Go can be adjusted on the basis of the road
surface friction coefficient pmax. When the road surface
friction coefficient mmax is large, the deceleration Gi or
the acceleration Go can be adjusted to a larger value.
When the road surface friction coefficient mmax is small,
the deceleration Gi or the acceleration Go can be adjust-
ed to a smaller value.
[0257] The target vehicle speed Vt at the vehicle posi-
tion Pvh is computed by means of inputting the vehicle
position Pvh to the target vehicle speed computation
characteristic Vtch judged on the basis of the reference
point Pc# and the proper vehicle speed Vqo as described
above. The blocks D7, D8, and D9 correspond to the
above-described target vehicle speed computation
means C9.

(Details of setting of reference points)

[0258] Next, the details of setting of the reference point
Pc# performed by the present apparatus (the reference
point determination computation block D8 shown in FIG.
24) will be described with reference to FIG. 25.

<Setting of the deceleration reference point Pcr>

[0259] The deceleration reference point Pcr can be set
at the entrance point Cs of the curve at which the radius
of curvature becomes constant (a point within the con-
stant curvature radius section closest to the vehicle). Al-
ternatively, the point Cs within the curve at which the
radius of curvature becomes the minimum may be set
as the reference point Pcr. The point Cs is judged on the
basis of the curve shape Rc and the curve position Pc.
[0260] The point Pcr can be set so that it coincides with
the entrance point Cs of the constant curvature radius
section or a point shifted toward the vehicle from the point
of the minimum radius of curvature by a distance Lpr (in
the vicinity of an end portion of a transition curve corre-
sponding to an approaching portion to the curve closer
to the vehicle). The distance Lpr may be a constant value.
[0261] In a block D10, the distance Lpr can be com-
puted in accordance with the proper vehicle speed Vqo.
Specifically, when the proper vehicle speed Vqo is equal
to or less than a predetermined value Vq1, the distance
Lpr is set to "0" (that is, the point Pcr coincides with Cs);
and when Vqo > Vq1 (predetermined value), the distance
Lpr is set to increase from "0" as the proper vehicle speed
Vqo increases from Vq1.
[0262] In this case, in a block D11, the point Pcr is set
such that it coincides with a point on the curve shifted
from the point Cs toward the curve start point Ci by the
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distance Lpr. That is, the point Pcr is set on the basis of
the distance Lpr, the curve shape Rc, and the point Cs
(curve position Pc).
[0263] The point Pcr is a target point which is used to
decrease the vehicle speed to the proper vehicle speed
Vqo. In some cases, the map information, etc. contain
errors. Such errors can be eliminated by means of setting
the point Pcr such that it coincides with a point shifted
from the point Cs toward the curve entrance Ci by the
distance Lpr. That is, within the curve, the vehicle speed
control is started a little early, whereby the vehicle speed
can be decreased to the proper vehicle speed Vqo with-
out fail at a point on the curve shifted from the point Pcr
toward the curve entrance Ci.

<Setting of the maintenance reference point Pca>

[0264] The vehicle speed maintenance reference point
Pca can be set at the exit point Ce of the curve at which
the radius of curvature becomes constant (a point within
the constant curvature radius section most remote from
the vehicle). The point Ce is judged on the basis of the
curve shape Rc and the curve position Pc.
[0265] The point Pca can be set, on the basis of the
exit point Ce of the constant curvature radius section,
such that it coincides with a point shifted toward the ve-
hicle from the point Ce by a distance Lpa (in the vicinity
of an end portion of the constant curvature radius sec-
tion). The distance Lpa may be a constant value.
[0266] In a block D12, the distance Lpa can be com-
puted in accordance with at least one of the distance Lit
of the constant curvature radius section and the proper
vehicle speed Vqo. Specifically, when the distance Lit is
equal to or less than a predetermined value Li1, the dis-
tance Lpa is set to "0" (that is, the point Pca coincides
with the point Ce); and, when Lit > Li1 (predetermined
value), the distance Lpa is judged such that the distance
Lpa increases from "0" as the distance Lit increases from
Li1. Furthermore, the distance Lpa can be computed
such that the greater the proper vehicle speed Vqo, the
smaller the computed value of the distance Lpa.
[0267] In this case, in a block D13, the point Pca is set
such that it coincides with a point on the curve shifted
from the point Ce toward the curve entrance Ci by the
distance Lpa. That is, the point Pca is set on the basis
of the distance Lpa, the curve shape Rc, and the point
Ce (curve position Pc).
[0268] In the in-curve vehicle speed control, the vehicle
speed Vx is controlled (restricted) such that the vehicle
speed Vx changes, without exceeding the proper vehicle
speed Vqo, between the point Pcr and the point Pca. The
purpose of setting the point Pca at a point on the curve
shifted from the point Ce toward the curve entrance Ci
by the distance Lpa is to reflect a driver’s will of acceler-
ating a little early toward the curve exit in a state in which
the vehicle speed Vx is controlled to the proper vehicle
speed Vqo or less. Furthermore, in order to secure stable
traveling of the vehicle, the distance Lpa can be set such

that the distance Lpa decreases as the vehicle speed
increases. Thus, it is possible to prevent the operation
of maintaining the vehicle speed from being cancelled
too early (prevent acceleration from being permitted too
early).

<Setting of the acceleration reference point Pcs>

[0269] The acceleration reference point Pcs can be
set, on the basis of the exit point Ce of the constant cur-
vature radius section, such that it coincides with a point
shifted from the point Ce in a direction away from the
vehicle by a distance Lps. The distance Lps may be a
constant value.
[0270] In a block D14, the distance Lps can be com-
puted in accordance with at least one of the proper ve-
hicle speed Vqo and the distance Led of the departing
transition curve section. Specifically, the distance Lps is
computed to increase with the proper vehicle speed Vqo
and to increase with the distance Led.
[0271] In this case, in a block D15, the point Pcs is set
such that it coincides with a point on the curve shifted
from the point Ce toward the curve exit Cd by the distance
Lpa. That is, the point Pcs is set on the basis of the dis-
tance Lps, the curve shape Rc, and the point Ce (curve
position Pc).
[0272] In the in-curve vehicle speed control, accelera-
tion of the vehicle is restricted between the point Pca and
the point Pcs. That is, the acceleration of the vehicle in
response to a driver’s acceleration operation is restricted
to a smaller degree as compared with an ordinary case
where the in-curve vehicle speed control is not executed.
The purpose of computing the distance Lps such that it
increases with the proper vehicle speed Vqo is to in-
crease a distance over which the acceleration is restrict-
ed when the vehicle speed is large, to thereby secure
stable traveling. The purpose of computing the distance
Lps such that it increases with the distance Led is to
execute the acceleration restriction in an entrance-side
portion of the departing transition curve section, the
length of the portion having a constant percentage to the
entire length of the departing transition curve section,
irrespective of the length of the departing transition curve
section, to thereby secure stable traveling. The blocks
D10, D11, D12, D13, D14, and D15 correspond to the
above-described target vehicle speed computation
means C9.

(Details of processing by the vehicle speed control 
means)

[0273] The processing performed by the vehicle speed
control means C11 shown in FIG. 22 will be described in
detail with reference to FIG. 26.
[0274] First, comparison means C111 computes the
deviation ΔVx (= Vx - Vt) between the current actual ve-
hicle speed Vx obtained by the vehicle speed acquisition
means C10 (see FIG. 22) and the target vehicle speed
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Vt at the vehicle position Pvh obtained by the target ve-
hicle speed computation means C9.
[0275] In a vehicle speed control quantity computation
block C112, a vehicle speed control quantity Gst is com-
puted on the basis of the vehicle speed deviation ΔVx.
The vehicle speed control quantity Gst is computed as
follows. When the deviation ΔVx is negative, the vehicle
speed control quantity Gst is "0." When the deviation ΔVx
is positive, the vehicle speed control quantity Gst increas-
es with the deviation ΔVx. The vehicle speed control
quantity Gst can be adjusted on the basis of the road
surface friction coefficient mmax. In this case, the greater
the road surface friction coefficient mmax, the greater the
value to which the vehicle speed control quantity Gst is
adjusted.
[0276] In the case where the determination result of
the first execution judgment means C8 is in the permis-
sion state (So = 1), on the basis of the vehicle speed
control quantity Gst, at least one of engine output reduc-
tion means C113, transmission control means C114 and
wheel brake control means C115 is operated such that
the actual vehicle speed Vx does not exceed the target
vehicle speed Vt. The engine output reduction means
C113 reduces the output of the engine (executes at least
one of an operation of decreasing throttle opening, an
operation of delaying ignition timing, and an operation of
reducing fuel injection amount). The transmission control
means C114 enhances engine braking through transmis-
sion control (increases the reduction ration of the trans-
mission through down shift). The wheel brake control
means C115 produces a braking torque (braking pres-
sure).
[0277] As a result, the in-curve vehicle speed control
is executed, whereby the vehicle is decelerated in ac-
cordance with the vehicle speed control quantity Gst.
Meanwhile, when the determination result is in the pro-
hibition state (So = 0), the in-curve vehicle speed control
is not executed.
[0278] When a driver operates the brake operation
member (brake pedal BP), maximum value selection
means C117 selects a larger one of the braking torque
(braking pressure) generated by the wheel brake control
means C115 and a braking torque (braking pressure)
corresponding to the amount of operation of the brake
operation member obtained by brake input means C116.
The selected braking torque (braking pressure) is applied
to a predetermined wheel(s) by making use of wheel
brake means C118 (e.g., a brake disc and a caliper). As
a result, during the in-curve vehicle speed control, over-
riding of the braking torque based on the driver’s braking
operation becomes possible.
[0279] The wheel brake control means C115 includes
restriction means C115a for restricting the increase gra-
dient of the braking torque with respect to time to a pre-
determined value Lwc. The purpose of this restriction is
to prevent a stepwise increase of the vehicle speed con-
trol quantity Gst from "0" to thereby prevent abrupt de-
celeration of the vehicle, which stepwise increase would

otherwise occur when the determination result is
changed to the permission state (So = 1) in a state in
which the above-described control start condition (Vx >
Vt) is satisfied and the determination result is in the pro-
hibition state (So = 0).
[0280] Also, the restriction means C115a restricts the
decrease gradient of the braking torque with respect to
time to a predetermined value Lwd. The purpose of this
restriction is to prevent a stepwise decrease of the vehicle
speed control quantity Gst to "0" to thereby prevent the
deceleration of the vehicle from decreasing abruptly,
which abrupt decreasing would otherwise occur when
the determination result is changed from the permission
state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0) in a state
in which the in-curve vehicle speed control is being ex-
ecuted (Gst > 0).
[0281] The action and effects of the above-described
operation of restricting the changing gradient of the brak-
ing torque with respect to time by the restriction means
C115a will be described with reference to FIG. 27.
[0282] Even in the case where the relation Vx > Vt is
satisfied (ΔVx > 0) and the vehicle speed control quantity
Gst (> 0) is generated, the in-curve vehicle speed control
is not executed if the determination result of the first ex-
ecution judgment means C8 is in the prohibition state.
However, in this case, a target control quantity (e.g., a
target braking hydraulic pressure Pwct) for the wheel
brake is generated on the basis of the vehicle speed con-
trol quantity Gst (> 0).
[0283] It is assumed that the determination result was
in the prohibition state (So = 0) before time t0, and the
actual vehicle speed Vx has become greater than the
target vehicle speed Vt at time t0 in a state in which the
determination result is maintained in the prohibition state.
In this case, after t0, the vehicle speed control quantity
Gst (> 0) is generated, and the target braking hydraulic
pressure Pwct for the wheel brake (see a chain line in
the drawing) is generate. However, since the determina-
tion result is still in the prohibition state, the actual control
quantity (e.g., actual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca)
is not generated (maintained at "0").
[0284] It is assumed that the determination result is
switched from the prohibition state (So = 0) to the per-
mission state (So = 1) at time t1. In this case, if the actual
control quantity (actual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca)
equal to the already generated target braking hydraulic
pressure Pwct is assumed to be generated, immediately
after time t1, the actual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca
increases stepwise from "0" to Pw1. As a result, the ve-
hicle decelerates sharply, which imparts an unnatural
sensation to the driver.
[0285] In contrast, in the present apparatus, a restric-
tion (time gradient restriction value Lwc) is imposed on
the increase gradient, with respect to time, of the control
quantity (braking pressure, braking torque) of the wheel
brake control means C115. Since the time gradient re-
striction value Lwc is set, the increase gradient of the
actual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca (braking torque)
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with respect to time does not exceed the value Lwc. As
a result, after time t1, the actual braking hydraulic pres-
sure Pwca increases from "0" at an increase gradient
equal to Lwc (see a solid line in the drawing). With this
operation, the sharp deceleration of the vehicle can be
restrained. The restriction on the increase gradient of the
actual control quantity (braking pressure, braking torque)
of the wheel brake control means C115 may be achieved
by means of imposing a restriction on the target control
quantity or by means of mechanically imposing a restric-
tion on the actual control quantity (e.g., in the case of
braking hydraulic pressure, a restriction by an orifice or
the like).
[0286] Similarly, when the determination result is
switched from the permission state (So = 1) to the pro-
hibition state (So = 0) in a state in which the in-curve
vehicle speed control is being executed and the control
quantity (braking pressure, braking torque) of the wheel
brake control means C115 is generated, a restriction
(time gradient restriction value Lwd) is imposed on the
decrease of the control quantity (braking pressure, brak-
ing torque) of the wheel brake control means C115.
[0287] It is assumed that, in a period in which the in-
curve vehicle speed control is being executed, the deter-
mination result is switched from the permission state (So
= 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0) at time t2. In this
case, if the generation of the actual control quantity (ac-
tual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca) having already be-
ing generated is assumed to be stopped, immediately
after time t2, the actual braking hydraulic pressure Pwca
decreases stepwise from Pw2 to "0." As a result, the de-
celartion of the vehicle decreases sharply, which imparts
an unnatural sensation to the driver.
[0288] In contrast, in the present apparatus, a restric-
tion (time gradient restriction value Lwd > 0) is imposed
on the decrease of the control quantity (braking pressure,
braking torque) of the wheel brake control means C115.
Since the time gradient restriction value Lwd is set, the
decrease gradient of the actual braking hydraulic pres-
sure Pwca (braking torque) with respect to time does not
exceed the value Lwd. As a result, after time t2, the actual
braking hydraulic pressure Pwca decreases from Pw2 at
a decrease gradient equal to Lwd (see a solid line in the
drawing). With this operation, the sharp decrease of the
deceleration of the vehicle is restrained. The restriction
on the decrease gradient of the actual control quantity
(braking pressure, braking torque) of the wheel brake
control means C115 may be achieved by means of im-
posing a restriction on the target control quantity or by
means of mechanically imposing a restriction on the ac-
tual control quantity (e.g., in the case of braking hydraulic
pressure, a restriction by an orifice or the like).

(Action)

[0289] Next, with reference to FIG. 28, the action of
the present apparatus will be described for the case
where the present apparatus performs the in-curve ve-

hicle speed control, while determining whether execution
of the vehicle speed control is to be permitted or prohib-
ited.
[0290] A point e1 is the curve entrance Ci, and an ap-
proaching transition curve section Zci starts from the
point e1. As a result of the driver rotating the steering
wheel to cause the vehicle to travel along the curve of
the approaching transition curve section Zci, after the
point e1, the vehicle turning value Tvh (or actual turning
index Sa, calculative turning index Se) representing the
turning state of the vehicle increases.
[0291] After the point e1, the actual turning index Sa
is computed on the basis of the actual vehicle turning
state quantity Ta. Furthermore, the curvature radius Rvh
at the present vehicle position Pvh is computed on the
basis of the curve information Rc, Pc, and the calculative
turning index Se is computed on the basis of the curvature
radius Rvh. At the point e1, the determination result of
the first execution judgment means C8 is initialized to the
prohibition state (So = 0).
[0292] In the example shown in FIG. 28, when the ve-
hicle passes through the point e2, the actual vehicle
speed Vx becomes greater than the target vehicle speed
Vt, and the vehicle speed deviation ΔVx (= Vx - Vt) is
generated. As a result, the vehicle speed control quantity
Gst (> 0) judged on the basis of the vehicle speed devi-
ation ΔVx is produced. However, since the determination
result is maintained in the prohibition state (So = 0), the
in-curve vehicle speed control is not started. Specifically,
although the target braking torque (target braking pres-
sure) Pwct (shown by a chain line in the drawing) is com-
puted on the basis of Gst based on ΔVx, the actual brak-
ing torque (actual braking pressure) Pwca is not gener-
ated.
[0293] Before a point in time when the vehicle turning
value Tvh (or actual turning index Sa, calculative turning
index Se) reaches the predetermined value Ths, the ac-
tual turning index Sa and the calculative turning index Se
are computed, and the determination as to whether ex-
ecution of the vehicle speed control is to be permitted or
prohibited is performed on the basis of the comparison
result Sh (= |Sa - Se|). When a state in which the turning
index deviation Sh is equal to or less than the predeter-
mined value Sh1 continues until the vehicle turning value
Tvh or the like reaches the predetermined value Ths, the
determination result is changed from the prohibition state
(So = 0) to the permission state (So = 1). Meanwhile,
when the turning index deviation Sh becomes greater
than the predetermined value Sh1, the determination re-
sult is maintained in the prohibition state (So = 0).
[0294] In the example shown in FIG. 28, at a point e3,
the vehicle turning value Tvh (or actual turning index Sa,
calculative turning index Se) reaches the predetermined
value Ths, and a state in which the turning index deviation
Sh is equal to or less than the predetermined value Sh1
continues up to the point e3. Accordingly, at the point e3,
the determination result is changed from the prohibition
state (So = 0) to the permission state (So = 1). As a result,
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at the point e3, the in-curve vehicle speed control is start-
ed, and the vehicle starts deceleration.
[0295] As described above, the time gradient restric-
tion value Lwc is provided for the increase of the braking
torque (braking pressure). Therefore, after the point e3,
the actual braking torque (braking pressure) Pwca does
not increase sharply, and, accordingly, the vehicle is not
decelerated sharply. When the actual braking torque
(braking pressure) whose increase gradient is restricted
increases and reaches the target braking torque (target
braking pressure), after that, the actual braking torque
(braking pressure) is adjusted such that it coincides with
the target braking torque (target braking pressure).
[0296] In the example shown in FIG. 28, the deviation
Sh becomes greater than the predetermined value Sh1
at the point e4. As a result, the determination result is
changed from the permission state (So = 1) to the prohi-
bition state (So = 0) at the point e4. Accordingly, the de-
celeration by the in-curve vehicle speed control is inter-
rupted. As described above, the time gradient restriction
value Lwd is provided for the decrease of the braking
torque (braking pressure). Therefore, after the point e4,
the actual braking torque (braking pressure) Pwca does
not decrease sharply, and, accordingly, sharp decrease
of the vehicle deceleration is restrained.
[0297] In the example shown in FIG. 28, the control
start condition (Vx > Vt) is first satisfied, and execution
of the control is then permitted. However, in some cases,
the control start condition (Vx > Vt) is satisfied after ex-
ecution of the control is permitted, whereby the in-curve
vehicle speed control is started.
[0298] As described above, according to the traveling
control apparatus for a vehicle according to a second
embodiment of the present invention, after the vehicle
has entered a curve, there is computed the deviation Sh
between the actual turning index Sa based on the actual
turning state quantity Ta, and the calculative turning in-
dex Se based on the vehicle position Pvh and the curve
information Rc, Pc. In the case where the deviation Sh
changes, without exceeding the predetermined value
Sh1, over a period between the entry into the curve and
a point in time when the index Sa or Se reaches the pre-
determined value Ths, the reliability of the curve infor-
mation Rc, Pc is judged to be high, and a determination
(So = 1) for permitting execution of the in-curve vehicle
speed control is made. Otherwise, the reliability of the
curve information Rc, Pc is judged to be low, and a de-
termination (So = 0) for prohibiting execution of the in-
curve vehicle speed control is made. The in-curve vehicle
speed control is started and executed only when the con-
trol start condition (Vx > Vt) is satisfied, and execution of
the control is permitted (So = 1). Accordingly, even when
the control start condition is satisfied, the in-curve vehicle
speed control is not started if execution of the control is
prohibited (So = 0).
[0299] Therefore, the in-curve vehicle speed control
can be executed on the basis of only curve information
whose reliability is sufficiently high. In other words, it is

possible to prevent the in-curve vehicle speed control
from unnecessarily being started and executed on the
basis of curve information which is low in reliability. For
example, in the case where the acquired curve informa-
tion Rc, Pc and the actual shape of the curve differ be-
cause of renovation of the curve in the vicinity of the curve
entrance (in particular, renovation to change a curved
section to a straight section), the in-curve vehicle speed
control, which should not be started, can be prohibited
from being started.
[0300] Furthermore, the determination as to whether
execution of the control is to be permitted or prohibited
is made before the actual turning state quantity Sa or the
calculative turning state quantity Se reaches the prede-
termined value Ths. Therefore, the determination as to
whether execution of the control is to be permitted or
prohibited can be completed in the first half of the ap-
proaching transition curve section of the curve under con-
sideration. When execution of the control is permitted
(So = 1), the vehicle speed control for decelerating the
vehicle can be started in the second half of the approach-
ing transition curve section of the same curve.
[0301] Even after the in-curve vehicle speed control is
started within the curve, the computation of the deviation
Sh is continued. As a result, when the deviation Sh be-
comes greater than the predetermined value Sh1 (Sh2),
the determination result is changed from the permission
state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0), whereby
the in-curve vehicle speed control which is being execut-
ed, is interrupted. For example, in the case where reno-
vation is not performed in the vicinity of the curve en-
trance but renovation is performed only in the vicinity of
the curve exit, when the vehicle passes through the vi-
cinity of the curve entrance, the determination result is
brought into the permission state (So = 1), whereby the
in-curve vehicle speed control is started. However, when
the vehicle passes through the vicinity of the curve exit,
the determination result is changed from the permission
state (So = 1) to the prohibition state (So = 0), whereby
the in-curve vehicle speed control which is being execut-
ed can be stopped.
[0302] The present invention is not limited to the
above-described second embodiment, and various mod-
ifications can be employed within the scope of the ap-
pended claims. For example, in the above-described sec-
ond embodiment, the in-curve vehicle speed control is
executed by use of the target vehicle speed Vt computed
in the block D9 of FIG. 24. However, this target vehicle
speed Vt may be adjusted on the basis of the amount Ap
of the driver’s operation of the accelerating operation
member AP.
[0303] Specifically, in a correction vehicle speed com-
putation block D16 shown in FIG. 29, a correction vehicle
speed Vz is computed on the basis of the accelerating
operation amount Ap. The correction vehicle speed Vz
is computed as follows. When the accelerating operation
amount Ap is equal to or less than Ap1 (predetermined
value), the correction vehicle speed Vz is set to "0." When
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Ap > Ap1, the correction vehicle speed Vz is computed
to increase from "0" as the accelerating operation amount
Ap increases from Ap1. Moreover, an upper limit vehicle
speed Vz1 may be provided for the correction vehicle
speed Vz such that, when the accelerating operation
amount Ap is equal to or greater than Ap2 (predetermined
value), the correction vehicle speed Vz is maintained at
Vz1 (predetermined value).
[0304] In an adjustment computation block D17, the
correction vehicle speed Vz is added to the target vehicle
speed Vt computed in the block D9 of FIG. 24, whereby
an adjusted target vehicle speed Vt (= Vt + Vz) is com-
puted. Then, the in-curve vehicle speed control is exe-
cuted such that the vehicle speed Vx does not exceed
this adjusted target vehicle speed Vt.
[0305] As described above, the driver’s intention of ac-
celerating the vehicle can be reflected on the in-curve
vehicle speed control by means of computing the correc-
tion vehicle speed Vz on the basis of the accelerating
operation amount Ap, and adjusting the target vehicle
speed Vt to increase by the correction vehicle speed Vz.
Moreover, through provision of the upper limit vehicle
speed Vz1, unnecessary acceleration of the vehicle can
be suppressed.
[0306] In the above-described second embodiment,
the evaluation of the reliability of the curve information
(accordingly, the determination as to whether execution
of the control is to be permitted or prohibited) is made on
the basis of only the determination computation (control
flag So) performed by the first execution judgment means
C8 on the basis of the turning index deviation Sh. How-
ever, in order to further improve the accuracy (reliability)
of this determination, as shown in FIG. 30, there may be
further provided determination computation different
from that performed by the first execution judgment
means C8 (determination computation on the basis of
the deviation Sh).
[0307] The first execution judgment means C8 corre-
sponds to the "first execution judgment means." One of
a second execution judgment computation block D18 and
a third execution judgment computation block D21 cor-
responds to the "second execution judgment means dif-
ferent from the first execution judgment means."
[0308] In the second execution judgment computation
block D18 shown in FIG. 30, computation for determining
whether or not execution of the control is to be permitted
or prohibited is performed on the basis of the actual turn-
ing state quantity Ta obtained by the actual turning state
quantity acquisition means C4. The actual turning state
quantity Ta is a yawing motion state quantity actually
generated in the vehicle. Examples of the actual turning
state quantity Ta include actual yaw rate Yra, actual lat-
eral acceleration Gya, actual vehicle body slip angle βa,
and actual vehicle body slip angular velocity dβa. Alter-
natively, a value obtained by combining two or more of
the above-mentioned state quantities may be used as
the actual turning state quantity Ta.
[0309] In the case where the actual turning state quan-

tity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral acceleration Gya) is in-
creasing, in a stage in which the actual turning state quan-
tity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral acceleration Gya) is smaller
than the predetermined value Ta1, the determination re-
sult is set to the prohibition state (Ss = 0). In a stage after
the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral
acceleration Gya) has become equal to or greater than
the predetermined value Ta1, the determination result is
changed from the prohibition state (Ss = 0) to the per-
mission state (Ss = 1). This determination is based on
the thought "that, when the actual turning state quantity
Ta is large, the possibility of the vehicle actually traveling
in the curve is high, and the reliability of the curve infor-
mation is high." Here, Ss is a control flag which represents
prohibition/permission of execution of the control judged
on the basis of the actual turning state quantity Ta; and
"0" represents prohibition of execution of the control, and
"1" represents permission of execution of the control.
[0310] In the case where the actual turning state quan-
tity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral acceleration Gya) is de-
creasing, in a stage in which the actual turning state quan-
tity Ta (e.g., the actual lateral acceleration Gya) is equal
to or greater than the predetermined value Ta0, the de-
termination result is set to the permission state (Ss = 1).
In a stage after the actual turning state quantity Ta (e.g.,
the lateral acceleration Gy) has become less than the
predetermined value Ta0, the determination result is
changed from the permission state (Ss = 1) to the prohi-
bition state (Ss = 0). Here, a relation Ta0 < Ta1 exists
between the predetermined values Ta0 and Ta1. By vir-
tue of this relation, it is possible to prevent occurrence of
hunting of the determination result as to whether to permit
or prohibit execution of the vehicle speed control.
[0311] In the third execution judgment computation
block D21 shown in FIG. 30, computation for determining
whether or not execution of the control is to be permitted
or prohibited is performed on the basis of a steering char-
acteristic value Sch. The steering characteristic value
Sch is a value representing the steering characteristic
(under steering, over steering) of the vehicle.
[0312] Specifically, in a target turning state quantity
computation block D19, the turning state quantity (target
turning state quantity) Td of the vehicle is computed. A
physical quantity whose dimension is the same as the
actual turning state quantity Ta is computed as the target
turning state quantity Td. For example, in the case where
the turning state quantity is yaw rate, a target yaw rate
Yrd is computed as the target turning state quantity Td;
and, in the case where the turning state quantity is lateral
acceleration, a target lateral acceleration Gyd is comput-
ed as the target turning state quantity Td. The target yaw
rate Yrd and the target lateral acceleration Gyd are com-
puted by the following expressions. 
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In these expressions, Kh is a stability factor, L is the wheel
base of the vehicle, and SG is the steering gear ratio of
the vehicle.
[0313] In a steering characteristic computation block
D20, the target turning state quantity Td is compared with
the actual turning state quantity Ta (of the same dimen-
sion) corresponding to the target turning state quantity
Td, whereby the steering characteristic Sch is computed.
The deviation (Td - Ta) between the target turning state
quantity Td and the actual turning state quantity Ta can
be computed as the steering characteristic value Sch.
Alternatively, the steering characteristic value Sch can
be computed on the basis of only the actual turning state
quantity Ta, with the computation of the target turning
state quantity Td omitted.
[0314] When the steering characteristic value Sch is
approximately "0," the vehicle exhibits neutral steering.
When Sch < 0, the vehicle exhibits over steering, and the
degree of the over steering increases with the absolute
value of the steering characteristic value Sch. Mean-
while, when Sch > 0, the vehicle exhibits under steering,
and the degree of the under steering increases with the
steering characteristic value Sch.
[0315] In the case where the steering characteristic
value Sch is computed by making use of the yaw rate,
the steering characteristic Sch is judged on the basis of
the deviation ΔYr (= Yrd - Yra) between a target yaw rate
Yrd and the actual yaw rate Yra detected by the yaw rate
sensor YR. The steering characteristic is as follows.
When the yaw rate deviation ΔYr is approximately "0,"
the vehicle exhibits neutral steering. When ΔYr < 0, the
vehicle exhibits over steering, and the degree of the over
steering increases with the absolute value of the devia-
tion ΔYr. When ΔYr > 0, the vehicle exhibits under steer-
ing, and the degree of the under steering increases with
the deviation ΔYr.
[0316] In the third execution judgment computation
block D21, the determination as to whether execution of
the vehicle speed control is to be permitted or prohibited
is performed on the basis of the steering characteristic
value Sch. In the case where the steering characteristic
is changing from neutral steering to under steering, in a
stage in which the steering characteristic value Sch (e.g.,
the yaw rate deviation ΔYr) is smaller than the predeter-
mined value Sc1, the determination result is set to the
prohibition state (Sr = 0). Meanwhile, in a stage after the
steering characteristic value Sch (e.g., the yaw rate de-
viation ΔYr) has become equal to or greater than the pre-
determined value Sc1, the determination result is
changed from the prohibition state (Sr = 0) to the permis-
sion state (Sr = 1). This determination is based on the
thought "that, when the steering characteristic value Sch
is large (when the vehicle exhibits under steering), the
possibility that the vehicle actually travels along a curve

may be high, and the reliability of the curve information
may be high." Here, Sr is a control flag which represents
prohibition/permission of execution of the control judged
on the basis of the steering characteristic value Sch; and
"0" represents prohibition of execution of the control, and
"1" represents permission of execution of the control.
[0317] Meanwhile, in the case where the steering char-
acteristic is changing from under steering to neutral steer-
ing, in a stage in which the steering characteristic value
Sch (e.g., the yaw rate deviation ΔYr) is greater than the
predetermined value Sc0, the determination result is set
to the permission state (Sr = 1). In a stage after the steer-
ing characteristic value Sch (e.g., the yaw rate deviation
ΔYr) has become equal to or smaller than the predeter-
mined value Sc0, the determination result is changed
from the permission state (Sr = 1) to the prohibition state
(Sr = 0). Here, a relation Sc0 < Sc1 exists between the
predetermined values Sc0 and Sc1. By virtue of this re-
lation, it is possible to prevent occurrence of hunting of
the determination result as to whether to permit or prohibit
execution of the vehicle speed control.
[0318] As described above, in addition to the execution
judgment computation (first execution judgment compu-
tation) based on the deviation Sh between the actual turn-
ing index Sa and the calculative turning index Se, there
can be provided at least one of the second execution
judgment computation based on the actual turning state
quantity and the third execution judgment computation
based on the steering characteristic of the vehicle. In this
case, execution of the vehicle speed control is permitted
when the determination result based on the turning index
deviation Sh is in the permission state, and at least one
of the determination result based on the actual turning
state quantity Ta and the determination result based on
the steering characteristic value Sch is in the permission
state. That is, execution of the vehicle speed control can
be permitted only when So = 1 and [Ss = 1 or Sr = 1].
Since the vehicle speed control is started only when two
permission states are obtained, it is possible to prevent
more reliably the vehicle speed control from unnecessar-
ily being started and executed on the basis of curve in-
formation which is low in reliability.
[0319] Moreover, execution of the vehicle speed con-
trol can be permitted when all the determination results
based on the turning index deviation Sh, the determina-
tion result based on the actual turning state quantity Ta,
and the determination result based on the steering char-
acteristic value Sch are in the permission state. That is,
execution of the vehicle speed control can be permitted
only when So = 1 and Ss = 1 and Sr = 1.
[0320] In the above-described second embodiment, in
the first execution judgment computation block D6 (see
FIG. 23), the determination result (control flag So) is out-
put on the basis of the relation in magnitude between the
comparison result Sh (between the actual turning index
Sa and the calculative turning index Se) and the prede-
termined values Sh1, Sh2. However, the second embod-
iment may be modified as shown in FIG. 31. In this mod-
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ification, in a block D22, an allowable characteristic Sah
of the actual turning index with an allowable range Hn is
computed on the basis of the actual turning index Sa;
and, in a block D23, a determination result (control flag
Soh) is output on the basis of the result of comparison
between the allowable characteristic Sah and the calcu-
lative turning index Se.
[0321] As shown in FIG. 32, a characteristic having a
range Hn containing the actual turning index Sa (see a
region indicated by fine dots) can be used as the allow-
able characteristic Sah of the actual turning index. The
allowable range Hn can be a predetermined value (con-
stant value). Furthermore, the allowable range Hn can
be set on the basis of the vehicle speed Vx.
[0322] In the case where the calculative turning index
Se falls within the allowable characteristic Sah of the ac-
tual turning index, the determination result is set to the
permission state (Soh = 1). Meanwhile, in the case where
the calculative turning index Se falls outside the allowable
characteristic Sah, the determination result is set to the
prohibition state (Soh = 0). Here, Soh is a control flag
which represents prohibition/permission of execution of
the control judged on the basis of the comparison be-
tween the allowable characteristic Sah and the calcula-
tive turning index Se; and "0" represents prohibition of
execution of the control, and "1" represents permission
of execution of the control.
[0323] The determination result (control flag Soh) may
be output, while the actual turning index Sa shown in
FIGS. 31 and 32 is replaced with the calculative turning
index Se. This case will be described by use of paren-
thesized symbols shown in FIGS. 31 and 32. That is, a
characteristic having a range Hn containing the cumula-
tive turning index Se (see a region indicated by fine dots)
can be used as an allowable characteristic Seh of the
calculative turning index. In this case as well, the allow-
able range Hn can be a predetermined value (constant
value). Furthermore, the allowable range Hn can be set
on the basis of the vehicle speed Vx.
[0324] The determination result (control flag Soh) is
output on the basis of the result of comparison between
the allowable characteristic Seh and the actual turning
index Sa. Specifically, in the case where the actual turn-
ing index Sa falls within the allowable characteristic Seh
of the calculative actual turning index, the determination
result is set to the permission state (Soh = 1). Meanwhile,
in the case where the actual turning index Sa falls outside
the allowable characteristic Seh, the determination result
is set to the prohibition state (Soh = 0).
[0325] In addition, the processing for "computation of
the heading angle in the heading angle computation
block B14 shown in FIG. 11" and described in the first
embodiment with reference to FIGS. 17 to 19 can be
applied to the above-described second embodiment as
well.

Claims

1. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle, compris-
ing:

vehicle position acquisition means (C2) for ac-
quiring a position of the vehicle;
curve information acquisition means (A1, C1)
for acquiring information of a curve of a road on
which the vehicle is traveling;
vehicle speed acquisition means (C10) for ac-
quiring a speed of the vehicle; and
deceleration control means for executing decel-
eration control which decreases the speed of
the vehicle when the vehicle passes through the
curve, on the basis of the position (Pvh) of the
vehicle, the curve information (Rc, Pc), and the
speed (Vx) of the vehicle, the traveling control
apparatus comprises:

actual turning state quantity acquisition
means (A6, C4) for acquiring an actual turn-
ing state quantity (Ta) which represents an
actual turning state of the vehicle; and
first execution judgment means (C8) for de-
termining, on the basis of the actual turning
state quantity (Ta), whether execution of the
deceleration control is to be permitted or
prohibited and for outputting, as a result of
the determination, an output which is
brought into an enabled state in which ex-
ecution of the deceleration control is ena-
bled or a disabled state in which execution
of the deceleration control is disabled,
wherein the deceleration control means ex-
ecutes the deceleration control when the
determination result of the first execution
judgment means (C8) is in the enabled
state, and does not execute the decelera-
tion control when the determination result
of the first execution judgment means (C8)
is in the disabled state,
wherein the first execution judgment means
(C8) comprises heading angle computation
means (B14) for computing a heading angle
(Ya), which is an angle of a traveling direc-
tion of the vehicle at the vehicle position in
relation to a direction of a straight section
before a curve entrance, of the vehicle on
the basis of the actual turning state quantity
(Ta), and performs the determination on the
basis of the heading angle (Ya),
characterized in that the first execution
judgment means (C8)
changes the determination result to the dis-
abled state when the heading angle (Ya)
becomes less than a first predetermined
value (Ya1), and changes the determination
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result from the disabled state to the enabled
state when the heading angle (Ya) becomes
equal to or greater than the first predeter-
mined value (Ya1),
wherein the first execution judgment means
(C8) performs the determination while the
vehicle is traveling in an approaching tran-
sition curve section of the curve, and, when
the determination result of the first execu-
tion judgment means (C8) is set to the en-
abled state, the deceleration control means
starts the deceleration control while the ve-
hicle is traveling within the approaching
transition curve section.

2. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to claim 1, wherein the first execution judgment
means comprises:

actual turning index computation means for
computing, on the basis of the actual turning
state quantity, an actual turning index represent-
ing the degree of actual turning of the vehicle;
and
calculative turning index computation means for
calculating a calculative turning index corre-
sponding to the actual turning index on the basis
of the position of the vehicle and the curve in-
formation,
wherein the first execution judgment means
brings the determination result into the enabled
state when the heading angle is equal to or larger
than the first predetermined value, and a state
in which the difference between the actual turn-
ing index and the calculative turning index is
equal to or less than a second predetermined
value continues over a predetermined range.

3. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to claim 1 or 2, wherein the first execution judgment
means sets the first predetermined value to a smaller
value as the vehicle speed becomes higher.

4. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the deceleration
control means comprises target vehicle speed com-
putation means for computing, on the basis of the
position of the vehicle and the curve information, a
target vehicle speed at which the vehicle is to travel
through the curve, wherein the deceleration control
means starts the deceleration control when the de-
termination result of the first execution judgment
means is in the enabled state and the speed of the
vehicle is in excess of the target vehicle speed.

5. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the deceleration
control means interrupts the deceleration control

when the determination result of the first execution
judgment means is changed from the enabled state
to the disabled state in a state in which the deceler-
ation control is being executed.

6. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to claim 1, wherein the heading angle computation
means resets the heading angle to zero when the
actual turning state quantity is equal to or less than
a third predetermined value.

7. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the first execution
judgment means comprises:

turning direction computation means for com-
puting a turning direction of the vehicle on the
basis of the actual turning state quantity; and
curve direction computation means for comput-
ing a direction of the curve in relation to the
traveling direction of the vehicle on the basis of
the position of the vehicle and the curve infor-
mation,
wherein the first execution judgment means
makes the determination by determining wheth-
er or not the turning direction and the direction
of the curve coincide with each other.

8. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to claim 2, wherein the first execution judgment
means performs the determination on the basis of a
change in the result of the comparison up to a point
in time when at least one of the actual turning index
and the calculative turning index reaches a fourth
predetermined value after the vehicle has entered
the curve.

9. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 2 to 8, wherein the calculative
turning index computation means judges a relation
between position within the curve and curvature ra-
dius of the curve on the basis of the curve informa-
tion, computes the curvature radius of the curve at
the position of the vehicle on the basis of the judged
relation and the position of the vehicle, and computes
the calculative turning index on the basis of the com-
puted curvature radius.

10. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 2 to 9, wherein the actual turning
state quantity acquisition means acquires an actual
steering angle of the vehicle as the actual turning
state quantity; and the actual turning index compu-
tation means uses the actual steering angle as the
actual turning index.

11. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 2 to 10, wherein the actual turn-
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ing state quantity acquisition means obtains two or
more actual turning state quantities; the actual turn-
ing index computation means computes the actual
turning index on the basis of the two or more actual
turning state quantities; and the calculative turning
index computation means computes, on the basis of
the position of the vehicle and the curve information,
two or more calculative turning state quantities cor-
responding to the actual turning state quantities, and
computes the calculative turning index correspond-
ing to the actual turning index on the basis of the two
or more calculative turning state quantities.

12. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the deceleration
control means comprises wheel brake control means
for controlling a braking torque applied to wheels of
the vehicle, wherein the wheel brake control means
controls the braking torque such that a changing of
the braking torque with respect to time does not ex-
ceed a fifth predetermined value.

13. A traveling control apparatus for a vehicle according
to any one of claims 1 to 12, further comprising sec-
ond execution judgment means which differs from
the first execution judgment means and which judg-
es, on the basis of the actual turning state quantity,
whether execution of the deceleration control is to
be permitted or prohibited and for outputting as a
result of the determination, an output which is
brought into an enabled state in which execution of
the deceleration control is enabled or a disabled
state in which execution of the deceleration control
is disabled, wherein the deceleration control means
executes the deceleration control when the determi-
nation result of the first execution judgment means
is in the enabled state, and the determination result
of the second execution judgment means is in the
enabled state.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug, mit:

einer Fahrzeugpositionsbezugseinrichtung
(C2) zum Beziehen einer Position des Fahr-
zeugs;
einer Kurveninformationenerfassungseinrich-
tung (A1, C1) zum Beziehen von Informationen
über eine Kurve einer Straße, auf der das Fahr-
zeug fährt;
einer Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeitsbezugseinrich-
tung (C10) zum Beziehen einer Geschwindig-
keit des Fahrzeugs; und
einer Verzögerungssteuereinrichtung zum Aus-
führen einer Verzögerungssteuerung, die die
Geschwindigkeit des Fahrzeugs verringert,

wenn das Fahrzeug die Kurve durchfährt, ba-
sierend auf der Position (Pvh) des Fahrzeugs,
den Kurveninformationen (Rc, Pc) und der Ge-
schwindigkeit (Vx) des Fahrzeugs, wobei die
Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung umfasst:

eine Bezugseinrichtung (A6, C4) einer ge-
genwärtigen Kurvenfahrtzustandsgröße
(Ta), die einen gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt-
zustand des Fahrzeugs darstellt; und
eine erste Ausführungsbestimmungsein-
richtung (C8) zum Bestimmen, auf der
Grundlage der gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt-
zustandsgröße (Ta), ob die Ausführung der
Verzögerungssteuerung zuzulassen oder
zu unterbinden ist, und zum Ausgeben, als
ein Ergebnis der Bestimmung, einer Aus-
gabe, die in einen aktivierten Zustand ge-
bracht wird, in dem die Ausführung der Ver-
zögerungssteuerung aktiviert ist, oder in ei-
nen deaktivierten Zustand gebracht wird, in
dem die Ausführung der Verzögerungs-
steuerung deaktiviert ist,
wobei die Verzögerungssteuereinrichtung
die Verzögerungssteuerung ausführt, wenn
sich das Bestimmungsergebnis der ersten
Ausführungsbestimmungseinrichtung (C8)
im aktivierten Zustand befindet, und die
Verzögerungssteuerung nicht ausführt,
wenn sich das Bestimmungsergebnis der
ersten Ausführungsbestimmungseinrich-
tung (C8) im deaktivierten Zustand befindet,
wobei die erste Ausführungsbestimmungs-
einrichtung (C8) eine Fortschreitwinkelbe-
rechnungseinrichtung (B14) zum Berech-
nen eines Fortschreitwinkels (Ya), der ein
Winkel einer Fahrtrichtung des Fahrzeugs
an der Fahrzeugposition in Bezug auf eine
Fahrtrichtung eines geraden Abschnitts vor
einem Kurveneintritt des Fahrzeugs ist, ba-
sierend auf dem gegenwärtigen Kurvenzu-
stand (Ta), aufweist, und die Bestimmung
basierend auf dem Fortschreitwinkel (Ya)
durchführt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste
Ausführungsbestimmungseinrichtung (C8)
das Bestimmungsergebnis auf den deakti-
vierten Zustand ändert, wenn der Fort-
schreitwinkel (Ya) kleiner wird als ein erster
vorbestimmter Wert (Ya1), und das Bestim-
mungsergebnis aus dem deaktivierten Zu-
stand in den aktivierten Zustand ändert,
wenn der Fortschreitwinkel (Ya) größer
oder gleich dem ersten vorbestimmten Wert
(Ya1) wird,
wobei die erste Ausführungsbestimmungs-
einrichtung (C8) die Bestimmung durch-
führt, während das Fahrzeug in einem
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Annäherungsübergangskurvenabschnitt
fährt, und, wenn das Bestimmungsergebnis
der ersten Ausführungsbestimmungsein-
richtung (C8) auf den aktivierten Zustand
eingestellt wird, die Verzögerungssteuer-
einrichtung die Verzögerungssteuerung
startet, während das Fahrzeug innerhalb
des Annäherungsübergangskurvenab-
schnitts fährt.

2. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß Anspruch 1, wobei die erste Ausführungsbe-
stimmungseinrichtung aufweist:

eine Berechnungseinrichtung eines Index der
gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt, zum Berechnen,
auf der Grundlage der gegenwärtigen Kurven-
fahrtzustandsgröße, eines Index der gegenwär-
tigen Kurvenfahrt, der den Grad der gegenwär-
tigen Kurvenfahrt des Fahrzeugs darstellt; und
eine Berechnungseinrichtung eines Index der
rechnerischen Kurvenfahrt, zum Berechnen ei-
nes Index der rechnerischen Kurvenfahrt ent-
sprechend dem Index der gegenwärtigen Kur-
venfahrt, auf der Grundlage der Position des
Fahrzeugs und den Kurveninformationen,
wobei die erste Ausführungsbestimmungsein-
richtung das Bestimmungsergebnis in den akti-
vierten Zustand bringt, wenn der Fortschreitwin-
kel größer oder gleich dem ersten vorbestimm-
ten Wert ist, und ein Zustand, in dem die Diffe-
renz zwischen dem Index der gegenwärtigen
Kurvenfahrt und dem Index der rechnerischen
Kurvenfahrt kleiner oder gleich einem zweiten
vorbestimmten Wert ist, über einen vorbestimm-
ten Bereich andauert.

3. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die erste Ausfüh-
rungsbestimmungseinrichtung den ersten vorbe-
stimmten Wert auf einen kleineren Wert setzt, wenn
die Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit steigt.

4. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Verzö-
gerungssteuerungseinrichtung eine Soll-
Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeitsberechnungseinrich-
tung zum Berechnen, basierend auf der Position des
Fahrzeugs und den Kurveninformationen, einer Soll-
Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit, mit der das Fahrzeug in
die Kurve zu fahren, beinhaltet, wobei die Verzöge-
rungssteuerungseinrichtung die Verzögerungssteu-
erung startet, wenn sich das Bestimmungsergebnis
der ersten Ausführungsbestimmungseinrichtung im
aktivierten Zustand befindet und die Fahrzeugge-
schwindigkeit die Soll-Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit
übersteigt.

5. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Verzö-
gerungssteuerungseinrichtung die Verzögerungs-
steuerung unterbricht, wenn sich das Bestimmungs-
ergebnis der ersten Ausführungsbestimmungsein-
richtung von dem aktivierten Zustand in einem Zu-
stand auf den zweiten Zustand ändert, in dem die
Verzögerungssteuerung ausgeführt wird.

6. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Fortschreitwinkelbe-
rechnungseinrichtung den Fortschreitwinkel auf Null
zurücksetzt, wenn die gegenwärtige Kurvenfahrtzu-
standsgröße kleiner oder gleich einem dritten vor-
bestimmten Wert ist.

7. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die erste
Ausführungsbestimmungseinrichtung aufweist:

eine Kurvenfahrtrichtungsberechnungseinrich-
tung zum Berechnen einer Kurvenfahrtrichtung
des Fahrzeugs basierend auf der gegenwärti-
gen Kurvenzustandsgröße; und
eine Kurvenfahrtrichtungsberechnungseinrich-
tung zum Berechnen einer Richtung der Kurve
in Bezug auf die Fahrtrichtung des Fahrzeugs
basierend auf der Position des Fahrzeugs und
den Kurveninformationen,
wobei die erste Ausführungsbestimmungsein-
richtung die Bestimmung durchführt, indem be-
stimmt wird, ob die Kurvenfahrtrichtung und die
Richtung der Kurve miteinander übereinstim-
men oder nicht.

8. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß Anspruch 2, wobei die erste Ausführungsbe-
stimmungseinrichtung die Bestimmung auf der
Grundlage einer Änderung des Ergebnisses des
Vergleichs bis zu einem Zeitpunkt durchführt, an
dem mindestens einer, des Index der gegenwärtigen
Kurvenfahrt und des Index der rechnerischen Kur-
venfahrt, einen vierten vorbestimmten Wert erreicht,
nachdem das Fahrzeug in die Kurve eingefahren ist.

9. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei die Be-
rechnungseinrichtung eines Index der rechneri-
schen Kurvenfahrt eine Beziehung zwischen einer
Position innerhalb der Kurve und dem Krümmungs-
radius der Kurve basierend auf den Kurveninforma-
tionen beurteilt, den Krümmungsradius der Kurve an
der Position des Fahrzeugs basierend auf der beur-
teilten Beziehung und der Position des Fahrzeugs
berechnet, und den Index der rechnerischen Kur-
venfahrt basierend auf dem berechneten Krüm-
mungsradius berechnet.
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10. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 9, wobei die Bezug-
seinrichtung des gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrtzu-
stands einen gegenwärtigen Lenkwinkel des Fahr-
zeugs als die gegenwärtige Kurvenfahrtzustands-
größe erfasst; und die Berechnungseinrichtung des
Index der gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt den gegen-
wärtigen Lenkwinkel als den Index der gegenwärti-
gen Kurvenfahrt verwendet.

11. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 10, wobei die Be-
zugseinrichtung einer gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt-
zustandsgröße zwei oder mehr gegenwärtige Kur-
venfahrtzustandsgrößen bezieht; die Berechnungs-
einrichtung eines Index der gegenwärtigen Kurven-
fahrt den Index der gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt ba-
sierend auf den zwei oder mehreren gegenwärtigen
Kurvenfahrtzustandsgrößen berechnet; und die Be-
rechnungseinrichtung eines Index der rechneri-
schen Kurvenfahrt basierend auf der Position des
Fahrzeugs und der Kurveninformationen zwei oder
mehr Kurvenfahrtzustandsgrößen der rechneri-
schen Kurvenfahrt entsprechend den gegenwärti-
gen Kurvenfahrtzustandsgrößen berechnet, und
den Index der rechnerischen Kurvenfahrt entspre-
chend dem Index der gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrt
basierend auf den zwei oder mehr Kurvenfahrtzu-
standsgrößen der rechnerischen Kurvenfahrt be-
rechnet.

12. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11, wobei die Ver-
zögerungssteuerungseinrichtung eine Radbrem-
sensteuereinrichtung zum Steuern eines auf die Rä-
der des Fahrzeugs ausgeübten Bremsmoments be-
inhaltet, wobei die Radbremsensteuereinrichtung
das Bremsmoment derart steuert, dass eine Ände-
rung des Bremsmoments mit der Zeit einen fünften
vorbestimmten Wert nicht übersteigt.

13. Fahrtsteuerungsvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, weiterhin mit
einer zweiten Ausführungsbestimmungseinrich-
tung, die sich von den ersten Ausführungsbestim-
mungseinrichtung unterscheidet und die auf der
Grundlage der gegenwärtigen Kurvenfahrtzu-
standsgröße beurteilt, ob eine Ausführung der Ver-
zögerungssteuerung zuzulassen oder zu unterbin-
den ist, und zum Ausgeben, als Ergebnis der Be-
stimmung, einer Ausgabe, die in einen aktivierten
Zustand gebracht wird, in dem die Ausführung der
Verzögerungssteuerung aktiviert wird, oder einen
deaktivierten Zustand gebracht ist, in dem die Aus-
führung der Verzögerungssteuerung deaktiviert ist,
wobei die Verzögerungssteuerungseinrichtung die
Verzögerungssteuerung ausführt, wenn sich das
Bestimmungsergebnis der ersten Ausführungsbe-

stimmungseinrichtung im aktivierten Zustand befin-
det und sich das Bestimmungsergebnis der zweiten
Ausführungsbestimmungseinrichtung im aktivierten
Zustand befindet.

Revendications

1. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule, comprenant :

un moyen d’acquisition de position de véhicule
(C2) pour acquérir une position du véhicule ;
un moyen d’acquisition d’informations de cour-
be (A1, C1) pour acquérir des informations d’une
courbe d’une route sur laquelle le véhicule se
déplace ;
un moyen d’acquisition de vitesse de véhicule
(C10) pour acquérir une vitesse du véhicule ; et
un moyen de commande de décélération pour
exécuter une commande de décélération qui di-
minue la vitesse du véhicule lorsque le véhicule
passe dans la courbe, sur la base de la position
(Pvh) du véhicule, des informations de courbe
(Rc, Pc), et de la vitesse (Vx) du véhicule, l’ap-
pareil de commande de déplacement
comprend :

un moyen d’acquisition de quantité d’état
de virage réel (A6, C4) pour acquérir une
quantité d’état de virage réel (Ta) qui repré-
sente un état de virage réel du véhicule ; et
un premier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution
(C8) pour déterminer, sur la base de la
quantité d’état de virage réel (Ta), si l’exé-
cution de la commande de décélération doit
être autorisée ou interdite et pour délivrer
en sortie, à la suite de la détermination, une
sortie qui est amenée dans un état activé
où l’exécution de la commande de décélé-
ration est activée ou un état désactivé où
l’exécution de la commande de décéléra-
tion est désactivée,
dans lequel le moyen de commande de dé-
célération exécute la commande de décé-
lération lorsque le résultat de détermination
du premier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution
(C8) est dans l’état activé, et n’exécute pas
la commande de décélération lorsque le ré-
sultat de détermination du premier moyen
d’évaluation d’exécution (C8) est dans l’état
désactivé,
dans lequel le premier moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution (C8) comprend un moyen de
calcul d’angle de cap (B14) pour calculer un
angle de cap (Ya), qui est l’angle d’une di-
rection de déplacement du véhicule à la po-
sition de véhicule par rapport à une direction
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d’une section droite avant une entrée de
courbe, du véhicule sur la base de la quan-
tité d’état de virage réel (Ta), et réalise la
détermination sur la base de l’angle de cap
(Ya),
caractérisé en ce que le premier moyen
d’évaluation d’exécution (C8) modifie le ré-
sultat de détermination à l’état désactivé
lorsque l’angle de cap (Ya) devient inférieur
à une première valeur prédéterminée (Ya1),
et modifie le résultat de détermination de
l’état désactivé à l’état activé lorsque l’angle
de cap (Ya) devient supérieur ou égal à la
première valeur prédéterminée (Ya1),
dans lequel le premier moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution (C8) réalise la détermination
pendant que le véhicule se déplace dans
une section de courbe de transition en ap-
proche de la courbe, et, lorsque le résultat
de détermination du premier moyen d’éva-
luation d’exécution (C8) est réglé sur l’état
activé, le moyen de commande de décélé-
ration commence la commande de décélé-
ration pendant que le véhicule se déplace
à l’intérieur de la section de courbe de tran-
sition en approche.

2. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pre-
mier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution comprend :

un moyen de calcul d’indice de virage réel pour
calculer, sur la base de la quantité d’état de vi-
rage réel, un indice de virage réel représentant
le degré de virage réel du véhicule ; et
un moyen de calcul d’indice de virage calcula-
teur pour calculer un indice de virage calculateur
correspondant à l’indice de virage réel sur la ba-
se de la position du véhicule et des informations
de courbe,
dans lequel le premier moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution amène le résultat de détermination
à l’état activé lorsque l’angle de cap est supé-
rieur ou égal à la première valeur prédétermi-
née, et un état où la différence entre l’indice de
virage réel et l’indice de virage calculateur est
inférieure ou égale à une deuxième valeur pré-
déterminée continue sur une plage prédétermi-
née.

3. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le
premier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution règle la pre-
mière valeur prédéterminée sur une valeur plus pe-
tite à mesure que la vitesse du véhicule augmente.

4. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1

à 3, dans lequel le moyen de commande de décé-
lération comprend un moyen de calcul de vitesse de
véhicule cible pour calculer, sur la base de la position
du véhicule et des informations de courbe, une vi-
tesse de véhicule cible à laquelle le véhicule doit se
déplacer dans la courbe, dans lequel le moyen de
commande de décélération enclenche la commande
de décélération lorsque le résultat de détermination
du premier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution est dans
l’état activé et la vitesse du véhicule dépasse la vi-
tesse de véhicule cible.

5. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 4, dans lequel le moyen de commande de décé-
lération interrompt la commande de décélération
lorsque le résultat de détermination du premier
moyen d’évaluation d’exécution est modifié de l’état
activé à l’état désactivé dans un état où la commande
de décélération est en cours d’exécution.

6. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen
de calcul d’angle de cap remet à zéro l’angle de cap
lorsque la quantité d’état de virage réel est inférieure
ou égale à une troisième valeur prédéterminée.

7. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 6, dans lequel le premier moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution comprend :

un moyen de calcul de direction de virage pour
calculer une direction de virage du véhicule sur
la base de la quantité d’état de virage réel ; et
un moyen de calcul de direction de courbe pour
calculer une direction de la courbe par rapport
à la direction de déplacement du véhicule sur la
base de la position du véhicule et des informa-
tions de courbe,
dans lequel le premier moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution effectue la détermination en déter-
minant si la direction de virage et la direction de
la courbe coïncident ou non l’une avec l’autre.

8. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le pre-
mier moyen d’évaluation d’exécution réalise la dé-
termination sur la base d’une modification du résultat
de la comparaison jusqu’à un point dans le temps
où au moins l’un parmi l’indice de virage réel et l’in-
dice de virage calculateur atteint une quatrième va-
leur prédéterminée après l’entrée du véhicule dans
la courbe.

9. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2
à 8, dans lequel le moyen de calcul d’indice de virage
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calculateur évalue une relation entre une position à
l’intérieur de la courbe et le rayon de courbure de la
courbe sur la base des informations de courbe, cal-
cule le rayon de courbure de la courbe à la position
du véhicule sur la base de la relation évaluée et de
la position du véhicule, et calcule l’indice de virage
calculateur sur la base du rayon de courbure calculé.

10. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2
à 9, dans lequel le moyen d’acquisition de quantité
d’état de virage réel acquière un angle de braquage
réel du véhicule comme quantité d’état de virage
réel ; et le moyen de calcul d’indice de virage réel
utilise l’angle de braquage réel comme indice de vi-
rage réel.

11. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2
à 10, dans lequel le moyen d’acquisition de quantité
d’état de virage réel obtient deux quantités d’état de
virage réel ou plus ; le moyen de calcul d’indice de
virage réel calcule l’indice de virage réel sur la base
des deux quantités d’état de virage réel ou plus ; et
le moyen de calcul d’indice de virage calculateur cal-
cule, sur la base de la position du véhicule et des
informations de courbe, deux quantités d’état de vi-
rage calculateur ou plus correspondant aux quanti-
tés d’état de virage réel, et calcule l’indice de virage
calculateur correspondant à l’indice de virage réel
sur la base des deux quantités d’état de virage cal-
culateur ou plus.

12. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 11, dans lequel le moyen de commande de décé-
lération comprend un moyen de commande de frein
de roue pour commander un couple de freinage ap-
pliqué aux roues du véhicule, dans lequel le moyen
de commande de frein de roue commande le couple
de freinage de sorte qu’une modification du couple
de freinage en fonction du temps ne dépasse pas
une cinquième valeur prédéterminée.

13. Appareil de commande de déplacement pour un vé-
hicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 12, comprenant en outre un second moyen d’éva-
luation d’exécution qui diffère du premier moyen
d’évaluation d’exécution et qui évalue, sur la base
de la quantité d’état de virage réel, si l’exécution de
la commande de décélération doit être autorisée ou
interdite et pour délivrer en sortie à la suite de la
détermination, une sortie qui est amenée dans un
état activé où l’exécution de la commande de décé-
lération est activée ou un état désactivé où l’exécu-
tion de la commande de décélération est désactivée,
dans lequel le moyen de commande de décélération
exécute la commande de décélération lorsque le ré-

sultat de détermination du premier moyen d’évalua-
tion d’exécution est dans l’état activé, et le résultat
de détermination du second moyen d’évaluation
d’exécution est dans l’état activé.
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